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ABSTRACT

An integrated study using seismic, well logs and core 
data was undertaken to determine the effectiveness of the 
seismic method for detecting Pennsylvanian Morrow reservoirs 
in Cheyenne County, southeast Colorado. Seismic models of 
the three fields reveal anomalies that can be traced to the 
presence of valley-fill sediments. Though all the fields 
produce from the same valley-fill system, the Morrow seismic 
character varies from one to another. The subtle waveform 
changes and amplitude variations that occur, are largely due 
to variations in thickness and lithology of the middle 
Morrow valley-fill V7 unit.

The Morrow seismic character outside the valley is in 
the form of an upper Morrow high amplitude peak followed by 
a lower Morrow high amplitude trough. From a V7 thickness 
of approximately 16-40 feet the Morrow seismic expression 
is a middle Morrow peak or an upper - middle Morrow compact 
doublet. An upper Morrow peak followed by a broad low 
amplitude trough characterizes the Morrow with 55 - 70 feet 
of V7 fluvial sediments and from V7 thicknesses of 70 - 78 
feet the Morrow is shown to be an upper - middle Morrow 
doublet followed by a high amplitude lower Morrow trough.

Amplitude versus offset modeling suggests that 
lithologic variations between sandstone and siltstone may be 
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detectable by AVO processing of the seismic data. When 
higher frequency seismic data is able to be acquired, the 
use of AVO should prove to be even more useful in 
distinguishing between lithology types in the Morrow valley 

- fill.
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INTRODUCTION

Mount Pearl, Sorrento and Bledsoe Ranch fields are 
located on the western flank of the Las Animas arch in 
Western Cheyenne County, Colorado (Fig. 1). The oil fields 
produce from northwest to south and southeast trending, 
sinuous, valley-fill sandstones of Pennsylvanian Morrowan 
age which are encased in marine shales.

Oil History

The Morrow sandstones of southeast Colorado, southwest 
Kansas and the panhandle regions of Oklahoma and Texas are 
prolific oil and gas producers. Before the discovery of the 
Sorrento field, exploration in southeast Colorado had been 
largely confined to the Brandon axis, the eastern anticlinal 

axes of the Las Animas arch (Fig. 1).
The 1979 discovery of the Sorrento field was a 

significant oil find in southeast Colorado. The field 
established the presence of significant oil reserves in a 
previously unexplored area and launched the subsequent 
aggressive exploration programs of the 8 O's in southeast 
Colorado. The Mount Pearl-Sianna complex to the east of 
Sorrento was later discovered as well as Bledsoe Ranch,
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Grouse and Gopher in Cheyenne County, Clifford field in 
Lincoln County, and Smoky Hills field in Kit Carson County.

Production/Reservoir Characteristics

Cumulative production from the Sorrento/Mount Pearl 
complex through 1989 was approximately 13.5 million barrels 
of oil and 11 BCF gas with a 1989 average monthly production 
of 175,000 BO and nearly 240,000 MCF gas from 58 wells. 
Total barrels of oil in place are estimated to be 67 
million. Both fields are presently under secondary 
recovery. Gas is being reinjected in Sorrento and Mount 
Pearl. Pressure maintenance is occurring by water 
reinjection.

Average porosity values in the reservoir are 20% with 
average permeabilities in the range of 200 to 500 md. The 
oil column in the field varies from 12-47 feet. The oil is 
38° API, with no sulfur. Gas with an average BTU value of 

740 also exists. Water is produced with the oil in many of 
the wells and has an average Rw of .036 ohm-m. The drive 
mechanism for the field complex is gas cap 
expansion/solution gas drive. The original reservoir 
pressure was 1000 psi (Bowen, 1989).

Cumulative production from Bledsoe Ranch field through 
1989 was approximately 840,000 barrels of oil and 800,000
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MCF gas. Currently, 14 wells produce 550 barrels of oil and 
560 MCF gas per day from the Morrow. Total barrels of oil 
in place are estimated to be 10 million barrels. Bledsoe 
Ranch is currently under gas reinjection.

Average porosities and permeabilities for the reservoir 
are similiar to those in the Sorrento/Mount Pearl complex. 
The oil column in the field is from 10 to 12 feet. The oil 

is 35 to 36 degrees API and is driven by gas cap 
expansion/solution gas drive.

Purpose of Study

Successful oil and gas exploration requires an 
understanding and utilization of all available technology 
and techniques. It is the purpose of this investigation to: 

1. Determine the feasibility of seismic for Morrow 
exploration in the area.

2. Propose a seismic model for Morrow valley fill 

sequences.
3. Determine if lithologic differences existing in 

the Morrow can be distinguished seismically.
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Methods

An integrated approach using seismic, well logs and 
core data from the three fields, was used in this 
investigation. Seismic lines which crossed each field were 
acquired from Lockhart Geophysical and Union Pacific 
Resources Company (plate I). Wells in close proximity to 
the seismic lines which contained sonic logs were used to 
construct synthetic seismic models. Bulk density logs from 
most of the wells were used in the construction of the 
synthetic models. These synthetic seismic models with their 
accompanying log suites were used to evaluate the Morrowan 
seismic response. A correlation was then made comparing 
specific lithology to seismic character.

Morrow cores from 26 wells in the area were examined; 
see appendix A, B, and C. These cores were examined to 
determine the nature of the matrix material and other 
pertinent petrologic data.

Twenty-three core plugs were taken from 4 different 
Morrow units comprising 12 different lithologies. 
Laboratory compressional and shear wave velocity 
measurements were made on air saturated and then on brine 
saturated samples at four different effective stresses. 
Effective stress is defined as the confining pressure minus 
the pore fluid pressure. It is assumed that velocity 
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measurements of air saturated core represent gas saturated 
rock. Conversely, the brine saturated measurements 
represent oil or brine saturated rock. These topics will be 
discussed in more detail in the rock property section of 

this thesis.
The Poisson's ratios obtained from the laboratory 

measurements in addition to sonic and bulk density logs were 
used to create AVO models of the #3A McCormick SE NE 4-14S- 
49W. An additional model substituting the V7 silt section 
of the #13 McCormick 11-3 NW NW 3-14S-49W for the #3-A 
McCormicks sandstone was also made. The #3-A McCormick has 
44 feet of V7 fluvial sand (middle Morrow sand) and the #13 
McCormick 11-3 has 45 feet of V7 fluvial silt. These 2 
wells were chosen because of their close proximity to each 
other on the seismic line, the similiarity in thickness of 
their respective V7 fluvial units and the lithologic 
difference in content of the V7, one having reservoir rock, 

the other not.
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geologic setting

Tectonic Setting

Tectonic features bordering the Hugoton embayment of 
the Anadarko basin are the central Kansas uplift to the 
northeast, the Sierra Grande and Apishapa uplifts to the 
southwest and west, and the Las Animas arch to the north and 
northwest. The Las Animas arch seperates the Hugoton 
embayment from the Denver basin of Laramide age (Fig. 1).

Paleotectonic Setting

The ancient Sierra Grande-Apishapa complex was a 
relatively low lying landmass during deposition of the Lower 
Pennsylvanian rocks (Downey, 1978).

The first expression of an ancient Las Animas arch was 
forming at this time. The arch was in the form of a gently 
southwest plunging anticline from western Kansas into Bent 
County Colorado. It was separated from the Sierra Grande- 
Apishapa uplift to the south by the shallow Hugoton trough 
(Downey, 1978). This trough connected the Hugoton embayment 
to the then shallow Denver basin to the west and was the 
site of thick Morrow deposition. Tilting into the Anadarko 
basin occurred at the close of Mississippian time.
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Upper Morrow sedimentation was influenced by the 
evolving ancestral Las Animas arch. The major movement of 
the Sierra Grande-Apishapa complex probably occurred during 
very late Morrowan or early Atokan time.

Present Local Structure

Plate I shows a structure map of the top of the Morrow. 
Superimposed over the structure is an isopach of the middle 
Morrow sandstone (V7). The structure generally illustrates 
regional dip to the northwest with some structural nosing in 

the areas where the three fields exist.

Stratigraphy

The Atokan Thirteen Finger limestone is a readily 
identifiable electric log marker throughout the Texas and 
Oklahoma panhandles and southeasternmost Colorado. It is a 
nearshore marine sequence of interbedded limestones and 
shales. The top of the Morrow Formation starts at the base 
of the Thirteen Finger limestone.

The Keyes "limestone" (equivalent to the lower Morrow 
of Downey, 1978) is the basal unit of the Morrow and rests 
unconformably on Mississippian rocks. This unit consists of 
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limestone, sandy limestone, and minor calcareous sandstone 
and shales (Orchard and Kidwell, 1984).

Lower Morrow

Lower Morrow marine deposits were formed in a series 
of onlapping shoreline deposits. The first delta-derived 
claystones probably began early in this initial phase. 
After deltaic sedimentation became widespread, local areas 
of marine sedimentation persisted almost to the end of the 
Morrow (Swanson, 1979). The marine shales are black, finely 
laminated and contain some brachiopod-rich limestone beds in 

southeast Colorado (Sonnenberg, 1985).

Middle Sandstone

Bent, Kiowa and Prowers Counties
Downey (1978), described four seperate middle sandstone 

units in the McClave, Wagon Trail, Beta and Barrel Springs 

fields off the southern end of the Las Animas arch.
The lowermost "A" unit is a fluvial point bar 

sandstone, deposited within a southeastward directed 
meandering channel system on a lower coastal plain grading 
out to a mixed fluvial and marine system farther southeast.
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The"B" sandstones record a second regressive event 
and the re-establishment of a coastal plain environment in 
the Hugoton embayment area. "B" sandstones are typically 
elongate continuous sandstone bodies probably deposited in 
meandering middle coastal plain channels.

The "C" interval sandstone only appeared in 2 wells in 
the study area. It appears to be a point bar deposit.

The upper Morrow D sandstones occur as isolated 
sandstone lenses exhibiting a piano convex profile that 
might be expected from point bar deposition. Peripheral 
siltstone and claystone deposits are interpreted as oxbow 
lake sediments (Downey, 1978).

Cheyenne County
Detailed sedimentologic analysis of more than 80 UPRC 

cores reveals the Morrow to be composed of numerous stacked, 
north and northwest to south and southeast trending, 
sinuous, valley-fill complexes. These valley-fill complexes 
are incised into and overlain by marine limestones and 
shales and are associated with at least six distinct 
regional unconformities indicated by weathering profiles, 
roots, coal and calcrete deposits. The valleys are incised 
up to 80 feet and are filled with coarse to very coarse, 
trough cross-stratified sandstone grading upward and 
laterally into rippled, fine sandstone or rooted, floodplain 
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mudstone. The sequences are capped by burrowed estuarine 

sandstone and mudstone (Krystinik, 1989).
Sonnenberg (1985) proposed that after the regression of 

the lower Morrow sea, valley-fill systems developed in 
topographic lows and eroded slightly into the lower shales. 
These topographic lows may have been created by movements 
along basement faults which trended northeast and northwest.

Upper Morrow

The upper Morrow section consists of finely-laminated, 
marine shale with occasional thin layers of brachiopods 

(Orchard and Kidwell, 1984).
Kidwell and Orchard (1984) and Sonnenberg (1985) have 

described the Morrow pointbar reservoirs of the Sorrento 
field. The Morrow oil play in southeastern Colorado has 
been described by Ardila (1978) and Avis and Boothby (1982). 
The reader is referred to the papers referenced in this 

section for a more detailed discussion of the geology.
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DATA

Core

The evaluation of cores which exist in the study area 
reveals a detailed and complex history of transgressive and 
regressive events during Morrowan time. Fig. 2 is a core 
description of the #2 Bledsoe 12-31 SW NW 31-12S-50W in the 
Bledsoe Ranch field and is an example of one of the 26 core 
descriptions which are located in appendixes A, B and C. 
Appendix A contains core descriptions for the Mount Pearl 
field, appendix B for Sorrento and appendix C for Bledsoe 

Ranch.
Fig. 3 shows a generalized schematic diagram of some 

stratigraphic relationships that exist in the study area. 
It is not the purpose of this study to propose a detailed 
stratigraphic interpretation of the area. The following 
discussion of the core is to provide the reader with a 
general understanding of the lithological variation in the 

Morrow section.
The Mississippian unconformity surface is overlain by 

the Keyes limestone. The #1 CPC Wilkerson NW NW 17-14S-49W 
(appendix B) has a one foot section of the Keyes cored. The 
rock is a dark grey microcrystalline packstone.
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2 BLEDSOE 12-31
SW NW 31-12S-50W

CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE 
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II DESCRIPTION

61 32-36 : Shale ; green ; silt

6136-41: Sandstone ; green; argillaceous ; 
fine upper ; quartz, mica; (50% sand)

6141-43.5 : Sandst one ; fine upper ; quartz, 
mica, amphibole ; well sorted; carb. shale 
laminations; slump @6143 -

61 43.5-48: Sandstone; fine upper ; quartz, 
mica; well sorted ; slump @ 45 & 47 ; 
slightly dipping cross-beds ; thin bedded

61 48-53 : Sandstone ; medium lower ; quartz; 
well sorted some carb. shale laminations ; 
oil stain @ 52-53; steep cross-beds

V 
9

6153-55: Sandst one ; medium upper ; quartz, 
some kaolinite; well sorted; well cement
ed ; mottled oil stain

6155-57.25: Conglomerate; very coarse 
upper to pebble ; quartz, feldspar; scour 
at base

61 57.25-59: Shale ; black carbonaceous ; 
clay

6159- 2inche s: Shale ; green ; silt

Figure 2. Stratigraphic core description of the #2 
Bledsoe 12-31 SW NW 31-12S-50W.
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V5 unconformity V5 unconformity V5 unconformity

V7 unconformity V7 estuarine V7 estuarine

U

V9 unconformity

V7 sandstone

V7 sandstone

V7 sandstone

V7 sandstone

V7 sandstoneV9 sandstoneW

Keyes LS

marine shale

X

marine shale

X

Keyes LS Keyes LS

V11 
marine shale

Mississippian Mississippian Mississippian

Figure 3. Generalized schematic of some stratigraphic 
- ■ relationships which exist in the Mt. Pearl, 

Sorrento and Bledsoe Ranch fields area. V5, 
V7, V9 and V11 are continental deposits. T, 
U, W, X, marine shale, Keyes limestone, and 
Mississippian are marine deposits.
(not to scale)
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A marine shale seperates the Keyes from a 
fluvial/estuarine unit designated Vil in the Bledsoe ranch 
field. The #1 Pilger Berge 11-7 NW NW 7-13S-50W (Appendix 
C) has this interval cored. The sand is very coarse to very 
fine, well sorted and generally fines upward. Curiously, a 
time equivalent Vil unconformity surface was not recognized 
by the author in the #1 CPC Wilkerson NW NW 17-14S-49W 
(Appendix B) and it was most likely overlooked.

A marine shale (designated X) overlies the Vil and 
consists of black carbonaceous shale and some thin 
brachiopod rich limestones. A lower shoreface or lower 
delta front sandstone and shale representing a regressive 
event (W) gradationally overlies the X and ends this marine 

sequence.
The V9 unconformity surface, indicated by green 

weathering profiles, roots, coal and calcrete deposits 
truncates the W. Where the V9 is present, it consists of 
fine grained fluvial siltstones and ripple laminated 
sandstones and bioturbated estuarine sandstones.

The marine sequence overlying the V9, unit U, contains 
black carbonaceous shale with minor 1 to 2 feet brachiopod 
rich calcareous zones. The CPC Wilkerson in NW NW 17-14S- 
49W (Appendix B) contains a 6 foot grey-black wackestone in 

the top part of the U. An 11 foot section in the #10 
Mitchek 31-3 NW NE 3-14S-48W (Appendix A) appears to be from 
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a lower shoreface type environment. The rock consists of 
black and white interbedded, thinly laminated shale and fine 

lower sandstone with minor burrowing.
The V7 unconformity surface has the same 

characteristics as the V9 unconformity. The V7 consists of 
very coarse to fine grained, sub-angular to sub-round, well 
sorted, cross stratified fluvial quartz sandstone and green 
waxey siltstone. Channel stacking is evident by multiple 
scour lags and repeated fining-upward grain-size profiles. 
The V7 is capped with a ripple laminated esturarine 
sandstone which has minor bioturbation and slump.

Overlying the V7 is the marine T unit which consists of 
black carbonaceous shale and minor 1 to 2 feet brachiopod 
rich calcareous zones. The T is truncated by a fourth 
unconformity surface.

The fourth valley fill sequence is believed to be 
present in the #3 Gray State 44-36 SE SE 36-12S-51W 
(Appendix C). The V5 unconformity surface is characterized 
by a 1 foot coal seam and roots. The only V5 sediment 
consisted of green fluvial claystone.

The reader is referred to the core descriptions in 
Appendix A, B and C for a more detailed description of the 
various units and their respective lithologies.
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Rock Property Measurements

Laboratory compressional and shear wave velocity 
measurements were made on core plugs representing 
lithologies from Mount Pearl and Sorrento. The laboratory 
measurements were taken at a constant temperature (70 
degrees F) over a range of effective stresses from 500 psi 
to 3500 psi to provide a characterization of the velocity 
behavior of the rock over a wide stress range. The 
measurements provide a quantitative means by which Poisson's 
ratios can be determined for the various types of sediments 
within the Morrow. These Poisson's ratios were used in the 

AVO modeling.

Sample Preparation

Where possible, 1" in diameter cylindrical core were 
taken perpendicular to the bedding. Sandstones were easily 
cored in this fashion whereas shales presented more 
difficulty. The fragile nature of the shale samples made it 
necessary to shape them by hand. The hand shaping yielded 
quasi-rectangular samples which were acceptable for the 

measurements.
Samples 9, 15, 16 and 17 are shales and sandy shales. 

Velocity measurements from these four samples were made 
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perpendicular and parallel to the bedding. Sample A for 
each is parallel to bedding and sample B is perpendicular to 
bedding. In each of the four cases, sample A (parallel to 
bedding) had a higher velocity than sample B (perpendicular 
to bedding) (see Table 2, page 22 and 23).

The sample ends were squared to within .002 of an inch 
of being parallel surfaces. The length of each sample was 
measured and recorded and then the samples were dried 
overnight in an oven at 140 degrees F. The samples were 
then weighed and measured again before the velocity 
measurements commenced.

Each sample was fitted into a flexible plastic jacket. 
Transducers were then inserted into each end of the plastic 

jacket and pressed flush against the sample. The 
transducers, sample and plastic jacket were then clamped 
together and lowered into the pressure vessel.

After the sample was sealed in the pressure vessel, two 
"compaction runs" were made to compress the particles of 
each of the rocks. The process simply involved increasing 
the confinging pressure to 3500 psi and letting it drop back 
to 0 psi in the course of a few seconds. This was done to 
begin achieving a compaction which more closely resembled 
the actual reservoir conditions.

No liquid was introduced into the pore system for the 
first measurements. Because the pore system at this point 
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is air saturated, velocity measurements probably represent 
gas saturated rock. P and S wave velocity measurements were 
made at confining pressures of 500 psi, 1000 psi, 2000 psi, 

3500 psi and then again at 500 psi.
Since the pore fluid pressure was maintained at 0 psi, 

the effective stress (confining pressure - pore fluid 
pressure) is the same as the confining pressure. 
Consequently, the effective stresses used were 500 psi, 1000 

psi, 2000 psi and 3500 psi.
An uncontaminated brine sample was obtained at the well 

head from a well in Sorrento field. This brine solution was 
used as the pore saturant for the fluid filled velocity 

measurements.
The brine was forced into the pore system of each rock 

with sufficient time being allowed for the rock to be 
completely saturated. A confining pressure of 1000 psi and 

a pore fluid pressure of 500 to 600 psi were used to 
initially saturate the rock. Thirty to sixty minutes was 
sufficient time for a porous sandstone to be saturated, 
wheras shales took about 24 hours.

Brine saturated velocity measurements were then made at 
the same effective stresses as the air saturated 
measurements. A 500 psi pore fluid pressure was maintained 
while the confining pressure was increased from 1000 psi to
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1500 psi to 2500 psi to 4000 psi and then dropped to 1000 

psi.

Velocity Measurement Results

A description of the samples used for the velocity 
measurements is found in Table 1. The description includes 
the sample number, the well name and location, the 
lithologic unit and a brief lithologic description. The 6 
wells from which samples were obtained are the #5 Mitchek 
11-35 NW NW 35-13S-48W and the #1 Mitchek 31-35 NW NE 35- 
13S-48W (Appendix A), the #1 McCormick 24-25 SE SW 25-13S- 
49W, #8 McCormick 44-3 SE SE 3-14S-49W, #11 McCormick 22-3 
SE NW 3-14S-49W and #1 CPC Wilkerson NW NW 17-14S-49W 

(Appendix B).
Table 2 shows the compressional and shear wave 

velocities obtained. Included are the different effective 
stresses with the accompanying air saturated and brine 
saturated P and S wave velocities.

Vp/Vs ratios and Poisson's ratios were calculated for 
air saturated and brine saturated rocks from the 
measurements in Table 2. These ratios are displayed in 

Table 3.
Sonic velocities, bulk densities, neutron porosities, 

and density porosities have been picked from the logs
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Core Plugs for Velocity Analysis
TABLE 1

SAMPLE # WELL UNIT LITHOLOGY

1 #5 Mitchek 11-35 V7 fine fluvial sand
2 NW NW 35-13S-48W V7 coarse fluvial sand

3 #1 Mitchek 31-35 V7 fine fluvial sand
4 NW NE 35-13S-48W V7 medium fluvial sand
5 V7 med. dol. fluvial sand
6 V7 med. dol. fluvial sand
7 W lower shoreface marine
8 X clay marine

9A #1 McCormick 24-25 V7 silty fluvial mudstone
9B SE SW 25-13S-49W V7 silty fluvial mudstone

10 #8 McCormick 44-3 V7 VCL-VCU fluvial sand

11 #11 McCormick 22-3 V9 fine fluvial sand
12 SE NW 3-14S-49W V9 silty-VF fluvial sand
13 V7 estuarine sand marine
14 V7 med. dol. fluvial sand

ISA #1 CPC Wilkerson X silty shale marine
15B NW NW 17-14S-49W X silty shale marine
16A u sandy shale marine
16B u sandy shale marine
17A u clay-silt marine
17B u clay-silt marine
18 u limestone marine
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Compressional and Shear Wave Velocities (ft/sec)
TABLE 2

Pressures (psi) Velocity p wave Velocity s wave

Sample Effective Air Brine Air Brine
# Stress Saturated Saturated Saturate Saturated

1 500 12,660 12,990 8,070 7,700
1,000 13,100 13,270 8,330 7,920
2,000 13,580 13,660 8,720 8,270
3,500 13,880 13,890 8,950 8,440

2 500 10,790 12,100 7,090 6,810
1,000 11,780 12,730 7,620 7,330
2,000 12,820 13,340 8,250 7,680
3,500 13,540 13,780 8,500 7,940

3 500 10,740 11,950 7,030 6,850
1,000 11,830 12,500 7,650 7,330
2,000 12,980 13,190 8,210 7,770
3,500 13,580 13,530 8,500 8,010

4 500 10,600 12,440 7,350 6,990
1,000 11,550 12,750 7,900 7,350
2,000 12,540 13,200 8,280 7,610
3,500 13,310 13,550 8,680 7,740

5 500 11,490 13,100 7,600 7,780
1,000 12,810 13,720 8,290 8,170
2,000 14,020 14,460 8,940 8,310
3,500 14,220 14,610 9,440 8,430

6 500 10,620 12,080 7,380 7,210
1,000 11,710 12,600 7,930 7,470
2,000 12,730 13,140 8,480 7,930
3,500 13,340 13,400 8,810 8,120

7 500 9,660 11,980 7,570 7,490
1,000 10,030 12,130 7,620 7,510
2,000 10,660 12,580 7,840 7,620
3,500 11,190 13,030 8,090 7,800

8 500 10,520 11,290 4,620 4,160
1,000 11,010 11,320 4,810 4,170
2,000 11,440 11,380 5,050 4,210
3,500 11,810 11,460 5,150 4,240
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Compressional and Shear Wave Velocities (ft/sec)
TABLE 2 (cont.)

Pressures (psi) Velocity p wave Velocity s wave

Sample 
#

Effective 
Stress

Air 
Saturated

Brine 
Saturated

Air 
Saturate

Brine 
Saturated

9A 500 12,500 14,020 7,200 7,500
1,000 12,640 14,060 7,270 7,560
2,000 12,870 14,220 7,300 7,630
3,500 13,070 14,300 7,410 7,660

9B 500 9,190 12,050 6,410 5,830
1,000 9,450 12,080 6,490 6,210
2,000 9,870 12,340 6,640 6,280
3,500 10,470 12,390 6,750 6,500

10 500 10,710 11,970 7,260 6,670
1,000 11,890 12,490 8,060 7,040
2,000 12,720 12,870 8,630 7,540
3,500 13,180 13,140 8,850 7,760

11 500 9,580 12,130 6,940 6,550
1,000 10,170 12,320 7,210 6,740
2,000 11,190 12,650 7,810 7,080
3,500 12,120 13,270 8,220 7,730

12 500 10,170 12,960 7,690 7,730
1,000 10,400 13,280 7,890 7,890
2,000 10,810 13,590 8,120 8,020
3,500 11,410 13,880 8,370 8,260

13 500 12,400 14,940 8,700 8,770
1,000 12,530 15,140 8,940 8,870
2,000 13,070 15,330 9,130 9,170
3,500 13,820 15,540 9,510 9,370

14 500 10,010 12,350 6,970 7,240
1,000 11,080 12,820 7,500 7,680
2,000 12,350 13,290 8,210 8,150
3,500 13,360 13,850 8,810 8,400

15A 500 13,190 14,610 7,630 6,830
1,000 13,190 14,630 7,620 6,850
2,000 13,310 14,630 8,430 6,870
3,500 13,460 14,850 8,660 6,890
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Compressional and Shear Wave Velocities (ft/sec)
TABLE 2 (cont.)

Pressures (psi) Velocity p wave Velocity s wave

Sample 
#

Effective 
Stress

Air 
Saturated

Brine 
Saturated

Air 
Saturate

Brine 
Saturated

15B 500 7,770 11,060 5,430 4,750
1,000 7,970 11,080 5,430 4,830
2,000 8,120 11,340 5,520 4,900
3,500 8,560 11,430 5,650 4,940

16A 500 15,780 16,980 9,040 8,960
1,000 15,970 17,130 9,520 9,030
2,000 16,190 17,150 9,540 9,030
3,500 16,300 17,150 9,570 9,130

16B 500 11,000 13,450 7,230 6,670
1,000 11,390 13,560 7,330 6,880
2,000 11,720 13,700 7,540 7,090
3,500 12,130 13,740 7,640 7,180

17A 500 14,820 16,100 8,340 8,390
1,000 14,970 16,390 8,420 8,430
2,000 15,260 16,460 8,530 8,580
3,500 15,380 16,810 8,600 8,670

17B 500 8,920 11,560 5,310 4,960
1,000 9,290 11,830 5,470 4,990
2,000 9,700 11,920 5,630 5,070
3,500 10,000 12,060 5,950 5,180

18 500 15,250 19,000 9,170 9,460
1,000 16,060 19,190 9,410 9,580
2,000 16,930 19,230 9,690 9,680
3,500 17,270 19,370 9,920 9,740
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Vp/Vs and Poisson's Ratios
TABLE 3

Pressures (psi) Vp/Vs Ratio Poisson's Ratio

Sample Effective Air Brine Air Brine
# Stress Saturated Saturated Saturate Saturated

1 500 1.569 1.687 0.159 0.229
1,000 1.573 1.676 0.160 0.223
2,000 1.557 1.652 0.149 0.211
3,500 1.551 1.646 0.145 0.207

2 500 1.522 1.777 0.119 0.269
1,000 1.546 1.737 0.140 0.252
2,000 1.554 1.737 0.147 0.252
3,500 1.593 1.736 0.175 0.252

3 500 1.528 1.745 0.125 0.255
1,000 1.546 1.705 0.140 0.239
2,000 1.582 1.698 0.166 0.235
3,500 1.598 1.689 0.178 0.230

4 500 1.442 1.780 0.037 0.269
1,000 1.462 1.735 0.061 0.252
2,000 1.514 1.735 0.115 0.251
3,500 1.533 1.751 0.130 0.258

5 500 1.512 1.684 0.112 0.227
1,000 1.545 1.679 0.139 0.225
2,000 1.569 1.740 0.158 0.253
3,500 1.506 1.733 0.106 0.251

6 500 1.439 1.675 0.033 0.224
1,000 1.477 1.687 0.076 0.229
2,000 1.501 1.657 0.101 0.214
3,500 1.514 1.650 0.112 0.209

7 500 1.276 1.599 -0.295 0.179
1,000 1.316 1.615 -0.182 0.190
2,000 1.360 1.651 -0.088 0.210
3,500 1.383 1.671 —0.046 0.221

8 500 2.277 2.714 0.380 0.422
1,000 2.289 2.715 0.382 0.421
2,000 2.265 2.703 0.379 0.421
3,500 2.293 2.703 0.383 0.421
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Vp/Vs and Poisson's Ratios
TABLE 3 (cont.)

Pressures (psi) Vp/Vs Ratio Poisson's Ratio

Sample 
#

Effective 
Stress

Air 
Saturated

Brine 
Saturated

Air 
Saturate

Brine 
Saturated

9A 500 1.736 1.869 0.252 0.300
1,000 1.739 1.860 0.253 0.296
2,000 1.763 1.864 0.263 0.297
3,500 1.764 1.867 0.263 0.299

9B 500 1.434 2.067 0.026 0.347
1,000 1.458 1.945 0.053 0.320
2,000 1.486 1.965 0.086 0.325
3,500 1.551 1.906 0.144 0.310

10 500 1.475 1.795 0.075 0.274
1,000 1.475 1.774 0.074 0.267
2,000 1.474 1.707 0.074 0.239
3,500 1.489 1.693 0.089 0.232

11 500 1.380 1.852 -0.054 0.295
1,000 1.411 1.828 -0.005 0.286
2,000 1.433 1.787 0.024 0.272
3,500 1.474 1.717 0.074 0.243

12 500 1.322 1.677 -0.165 0.223
1,000 1.318 1.683 -0.176 0.227
2,000 1.331 1.695 -0.150 0.232
3,500 1.363 1.680 -0.084 0.226

13 500 1.425 1.704 0.016 0.237
1,000 1.402 1.707 -0.017 0.239
2,000 1.432 1.672 0.025 0.222
3,500 1.453 1.658 0.050 0.214

14 500 1.436 1.706 0.031 0.238
1,000 1.477 1.669 0.078 0.219
2,000 1.504 1.631 0.104 0.199
3,500 1.516 1.649 0.116 0.209

ISA 500 1.729 2.139 0.249 0.360
1,000 1.731 2.136 0.250 0.360
2,000 1.579 2.130 0.165 0.359
3,500 1.554 2.155 0.148 0.363
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Vp/Vs and Poisson's Ratios
TABLE 3 (cont.)

Pressures (psi) Vp/Vs Ratio Poisson's Ratio

Sample Effective Air Brine Air Brine
# Stress SaturatedI Saturated Saturate Saturated

15B 500 1.431 2.328 0.025 0.387
1,000 1.468 2.294 0.066 0.383
2,000 1.471 2.314 0.070 0.385
3,500 1.515 2.314 0.114 0.385

16A 500 1.746 1.895 0.256 0.307
1,000 1.678 1.897 0.224 0.308
2,000 1.697 1.899 0.234 0.308
3,500 1.703 1.878 0.237 0.302

16B 500 1.521 2.016 0.119 0.337
1,000 1.554 1.974 0.146 0.327
2,000 1.554 1.932 0.148 0.317
3,500 1.588 1.914 0.172 0.312

17A 500 1.777 1.919 0.268 0.313
1,000 1.778 1.944 0.268 0.320
2,000 1.789 1.918 0.272 0.314
3,500 1.788 1.939 0.272 0.319

17B 500 1.680 2.331 0.225 0.387
1,000 1.698 2.371 0.235 0.392
2,000 1.723 2.351 0.247 0.390
3,500 1.681 2.328 0.225 0.387

18 500 1.662 2.008 0.216 0.335
1,000 1.707 2.003 0.239 0.334
2,000 1.747 1.987 0.257 0.330
3,500 1.741 1.989 0.254 0.331
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corresponding to each sample and have been recorded in Table 
4. Noted in the table are the log depths which correspond 

to the core depth.
Towle (1978) showed the relationship between effective 

stress and velocity in the form of velocity squared versus 
effective stress to the 1/3 power. For many rocks, this 
useful scheme depicts an approximately linear relationship 
between the velocity and effective stress for both 
compressional and shear waves in the effective stress range 
of practical interest. Fig. 4 shows the relationship 
between velocity squared and effective stress to the 1/3 
power for the 4 effective stress measurements of sample 9B. 
Appendix D contains this graphic relationship for each of 
the 22 core samples which were measured.

Well Logs

Well logs located on or near the seismic lines for the 
three oil fields used to create the synthetic seismic models 
are listed in Table 5.

Plates II, III, and IV show the cross sections used in 
the generation of the synthetic seismic models and the 
synthetic seismic models generated. The density and sonic 
logs are shown in the cross sections. Correlations of the 
V7 unit in the cross sections and synthetic seismic models

All?/'-' Abt
COLORADO SCHOOL of MINES 
GOLDEN, COLORADO S04Q3
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TABLE 4
Log Measurement - Core Measurement Comparison

Sample # Core
Depth 
(ft)

Log 
Depth 
(ft)

*Core P 
Velocity 
(ft/sec)

**Log P 
Velocity 
(ft/sec)

Log B. 
Den. 
(g/cnr

Log 
Neu (|) 

) %

Log 
GR 
API

1 5380 5374 12,990 12,987 2.325 22 30
2 5376 5370 12,100 12,500 2.300 22 20
3 5345 5345 11,950 12,195 2.290 17 30
4 5364 5364 12,440 12,500 2.330 24 30
5 5367 5367 13,100 12,821 2.340 23 22
6 5366 5366 12,080 12,500 2.300 24 25
7 5377 5377 11,980 13,514 2.580 22 102
8 5389 5389 11,290 11,236 2.580 40 130
9 5529 5527 12,050 12,048 2.640 33 105

10 5520 5532 11,970 11,765 2.315 26 80
11 5505 5507 12,130 12,821 2.570 25 70
12 5519 5521 12,960 12,739 2.457 39 122
13 5463 5465 14,940 14,706 2.600 23 100
14 5496 5498 12,350 12,820 2.500 24 90

15B 5590 5588 11,060 11,111 2.550 34 105
16B 5520 5518 13,450 12,500 2.600 36 110
17B 5536 5534 11,560 11,905 2.400 45 110
18 5510 5508 19,000 15,152 2.600 21 80

* Velocity measurement from 500 psi effective stress.
* * 1/delta t (1E6)
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Sample 9 —B (5529')
Measured perpendicular to bedding 
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show gross V7 thicknesses, not just sand thicknesses. A 
discrepancy in thicknesses between the V7 net sand isopach 
which is shown on each plate and the thickness indicated on 
the log cross sections may exist in some wells. This 
discrepancy is due to the presence of V7 fluvial mudstone 
which is included in the V7 correlations found on the cross 
sections. Actual sand thickness at each well is noted on 
each plate.

Well Logs Used in Synthetics
TABLE 5

Well Name/Number Location KB elevation *V7 sand

Mount Pearl
#10 Mitchek 31-33 NW NE 3-14S-48W 4339 O'
#7 Mitchek 13-35 NW SW 35-13S-48W 4345 65'
#2 Mitchek 22-35 SE NW 35-13S-48W 4339 78'
#1 Mitchek 31-35 NW NE 35-13S-48W 4334 35'
#2 White 13-25 NW SW 25-13S-48W 4362 68'

Sorrento
#1 CPC Wilkerson NW NW 17-14S-49W 4494 O'
#12 McCormick 11-9 NW NW 9-14S-49W 4450 5'
#2 McCormick SE SW 4-14S-49W 4450 35'
#3-A McCormick SE NE 4—14S-49W 4458 44'
#13 McCormick 11-3 NW NW 3-14S-49W 4453 O'
#3-C McCormick 42-34 SE NE 34-13S-49W 4504 O'

Bledsoe Ranch

*thickness Of V7 sandstone

#1 Pilger Berge 11-7 NW NW 7-13S-50W 4719 O'
#3 Grays State 44-36 SE SE 3 6-12S-51W 4798 8'
#2 Bledsoe 12-31 SW NW 31-12S-50W 4773 21'
#7 Bledsoe 31H-31 NW NE 31-12S-50W 4805 42'
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Density logs were not found reliable or were not run 
for the #1 CPC Wilkerson NW NW 17-14S-49W in the Sorrento 
field and the #1 Pilger Berge 11-7 NW NW 7-13S-50W in 
Bledsoe Ranch. Consequently, synthetics from these wells 
were made only from the sonic log. The amplitude of the 
synthetic generated from the sonic log only may vary from 
the synthetic generated from both a sonic and density log.

The #2 Bledsoe 12-31 SW NW 31-12S-50W and the #7 
Bledsoe 31H-31 NW NE 31-12S-50W of the Bledsoe Ranch montage 
(plate IV) are located approximately 1/2 mile and 1 mile 
respectively from the seismic line. The wells were chosen 
because they were the closest wells to the line, within the 
valley and containing both sonic and density logs. These 
wells are not projected onto the seismic line, however the 
V7 thicknesses mimicks V7 thicknesses found along the 
seismic line. Realizing the spatial limitations, 
reasonable models can still be obtained from these 2 wells 
as applied to the seismic interpretation.

Synthetics and Synthetic Seismic Lines

One well from each field with a sonic log which was 
recorded from near 400 feet (below surface casing) to TD 
(total depth) was selected to generate synthetic seismograms 
from which marker formation tops and best matched wavelets 
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could be determined. The #2 White 13-25 NW SW 25-13S-48W 
was used for Mount Pearl, the #13 McCormick NW NW 3-14S-49W 
for Sorrento and the #lPilger Berge 11-7 NW NW 7-13S-50W for 

Bledsoe Ranch.
A phase shift of 45 degrees was applied to the 

synthetics in the initial stages to try to best match the 
phase of the data. Normal and reverse phase synthetics were 
created for 0 degrees, 45 degrees, 90 degrees, 135 degrees 
and 170 degrees. A selection of the 0 phase synthetics was 

made by visual correlation.
Frequency windows were also analyzed resulting in the 

selection of a 10-20-50-70 Hertz trapezoidal filter. An 
Ormsby wavelet was used in the creation of the synthetic 

seismograms.
Sampling was at 1 millisecond. A 1000 millisecond AGC 

window was selected for the #13 McCormick and #1 Pilger 
Berge 11-7 and subsequently for the synthetic seismic line 

model for the Sorrento and Bledsoe Ranch fields. A 500 
millisecond AGC window was used for the #2 White 13-25 and 
for the synthetic seismic line of Mount Pearl. An amplitude 
scalar of 0.4 was used in the Mount Pearl and Sorrento field 
synthetics, whereas a 0.3 amplitude scalar was used for 

Bledsoe Ranch.
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Seismic

The seismic lines from Mount Pearl, Sorrento and 
Bledsoe Ranch field areas are displayed on plates II - IV, 
respectively. The time window displayed for the Mount Pearl 
and Sorrento lines is .5 to 1.2 seconds, whereas the Bledsoe 
Ranch display is from .6 to 1.3 seconds. The Stone Corral, 
Morrow and Mississippian carbonate tops are marked on each 
seismic line. Within the study area it is difficult to 
distinguish the Mississippian top from the Keyes limestone. 
The Mississippian top on the seismic may be the Keyes 
limestone in some instances.

The Mount Pearl and Sorrento seismic lines were shot in 
a joint venture field study conducted by Integrated 
Exploration, Inc., Lockhart Geophysical and Berrong 
Enterprises Ltd. in 1985. The Mount Pearl line was shot in 
July of 1985 and the Sorrento line was shot in December, 
1985. The reader is referred to appendix E for a 
description from this field study of the acquisition and 
processing of this data.

Union Pacific Resources Company supplied the Bledsoe 
Ranch seismic line which was shot by GSI in January, 1987. 
Included at the end of appendix E is a brief description of 
the acquisition parameters and processing for this line.
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The acquisition and processing parameters are identical 
for the Mount Pearl and Sorrento seismic lines. The Bledsoe 
Ranch line varies in recording parameters from the other two 
lines.

AVO

The Mull Drillings, #3-A McCormick well, SE NE 4-14S- 
49W, was used to generate amplitude versus offset (AVO) 
models through the use of Oklahoma Seismic Mira* software. 
Digitized sonic and density logs in addition to assigned 
Poisson's ratios were used to generate the AVO models. The 
logs are blocked according to lithology and the Poisson's 
ratio assigned to each lithology. From the Poisson's ratio 
and sonic log a shear wave log is created.

Fig. 5 is a dual induction log of the #3-A McCormick 
and the Champlin #13 McCormick 11-3 NW NW 3-14S-49W which 
are located approximately 2100 feet apart. The #13 
McCormick is a dry hole northeast of the producing #3-A 
McCormick and contains 45 feet of fluvial silt. The #3-A 
McCormick produces from 4 feet of the 44 foot V7 fluvial 
sandstone section.

Sample 10's Poisson's ratio of 0.274 for fluid 
saturated sandstone and 0.075 for gas saturated sandstone 
* Mira is a registered trademark of Oklahoma Seismic
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MULL DRILLING 
•3-A McCormick 

SE NE 4-149-48W

MOO(cartx)

Figure 5.

CHAMPLIN PETROLEUM 
•13 McCormick 11-3 
NW NW 3-14S-48W

Morrow

V7 Top

V7 Bottom

(cartx.)

Dual induction logs showing V7 
#3-A McCormick SE NE 4-14S-49W 
stone in #13 McCormick 11-3 NW

sandstone in 
and V7 silt- 
NW 3-14S-49W.
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were chosen for the sandstone because of the similiarities 
in neutron and density porosities between the log and this 
sample. Sample 9B which is V7 fluvial silt has a brine 
saturated Poisson's ratio of 0.347 which was used in the 
silt model. The marine shale Poisson's ratio of 0.422 from 
sample 8 was used and a Poisson's ratio of 0.335 was used 
for carbonates from sample 18.

Four models using the same band pass filter of 10-20
50-70 Hertz were generated for a) 44' of sand with no gas, 
b) 44' of fluvial silt, c) 44' of sand with 20' of gas and 
d) 44' of sand with 44' of gas. Figs. 6 and 7 show the four 
different models.

To test if higher frequencies made the AVO response 
more visible, a filter of 10-20-80-100 Hertz was used on the 
same four models and the results are displayed in Figs. 8 

and 9.
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INTERPRETATION

Undoubtedly, better resolution of the 200 to 360 foot 
Morrow section of the Las Animas arch area will come about 
as higher frequency seismic data is acquired. The frequency 
content of the data in this study, however, is sufficient to 
identify the middle Morrow valleys. The AVO models indicate 
a variation in seismic amplitude with offset between valley
fill sandstones and valley-fill siltstones.

Though the thrust of this study deals primarily with 
the stratigraphy of the area, structure does play a 
significant role in the trapping of the hydrocarbons in the 
sandstone reservoirs. Presumably, local structure at the 
time of deposition also played a significant role in the 
positioning of the paleo-valleys. A paleo-structural high 
to the east and south of the Bledsoe Ranch field may have 
caused the sharp bend in the V7 valley at Bledsoe Ranch 
(Plate IV). The Bledsoe Ranch field area seismic line shows 
a structural high area in the area of the #1 Pilger Berge 
11-7 as well as a couple of faults, one in the reservoir and 
the other to the far south end of the line.
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Rock Properties

Based on an overburden effective stress gradient of 
0.57 psi/ft of burial (Towle et al, 1989), the effective 
stress for in-situ Morrowan rocks in the Mount Pearl, 
Sorrento and Bledsoe Ranch fields at approximately 5500 feet 
is 3135 psi. Comparisons between compressional wave 
velocity measurements made in the laboratory and velocities 
obtained from sonic logs indicate laboratory measurements 
taken at an effective stress of 500 psi most closely match 
the log values. The effective stress of 500 psi is likely 
close to the actual equivalent effective stress (equivalent 
effective stress is the stress needed to best match 
laboratory with well log velocities) for laboratory 
measurements for the study area. The actual equivalent 
effective stress can be determined from the velocity squared 
versus effective stress to the 1/3 power graphs which are 
located in appendix D but for the purposes of this study, 
values from 500 psi effective stress are strikingly 
adequate. The ratio between the expected overburden 
effective stress and the equivalent effective stress of 500 
psi is 0.159 psi or roughly 1/6th the overburden effective 

stress level.
Comparing laboratory velocity measurements with well 

log velocities is not as straightforward as comparing log 
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velocities with seismic. Log velocities and seismic are 
reasonably close to each other though log velocities are 
slightly higher. Laboratory measurements however, are 
typically much higher than log velocities.

Conditions for rocks in-situ are different than those 
in the laboratory. Stress, wave frequency, temperature and 
pore saturant all contribute to the different conditions but 
it is concluded that stress and pore saturant have the 
greatest influence on velocity (Towle et al, 1989).

Laboratory and log velocity measurements are brought 
into agreement when the laboratory effective stress is 
markedly lower than the estimated overburden effective 
stress. The two examples of Towle et al (1989) showed the 
equivalent effective stress fell in the range of 1/3 to 1/5 
of the estimated overburden effective stress. Measurements 
made in the Mount Pearl/Sorrento fields concur with the 
equivalent effective stress theory proposed by Towle et al 

(1989) .
In comparing the rock velocities obtained from the 

laboratory at 500 psi effective stress to the velocities 
picked from the sonic log the results are encouraging. 
Table 4 (page 32) shows the core versus log velocities. 
Five core - log measurements are within 100 ft./sec., 5 are 
less than 300 ft./sec. apart, 4 are less than 500 ft./sec., 
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1 is less than 700 ft./sec., 1 is 950 ft./sec., 1 is 1534 
ft./sec. and 1 is 3848 ft./sec.

The largest differences are seen in samples 7, 16 and 
18. Three potential complications exist in comparing the 
two data sets. First, the well log measurement of interval 
velocity is taken over an interval of a few feet. By 
contrast the laboratory measurements are made from a piece 
of core a few inches long and an inch or so in diameter. 
The second uncertainty lies in the depth correlation between 
the well log and drilling depth measurements. The final 
complication is due to the different stress fields (Towle et 

al, 1989).
The log velocity for sample 7 is 1534 ft./sec. higher 

than the laboratory measurement. Sample 7 is a marine 
mudstone that may not have been completely saturated when 
the brine saturated measurement was made, therefore 
resulting in an anomalously low brine saturated velocity. 
The sonic log pick, assuming the depth correlation is 
correct, is fairly straightforward.

Sample 16 is also a fine grained clastic marine rock 
however, the log velocity is 950 ft./sec. lower than the lab 
measurement for this case. Assuming correlation depths are 
correct the log measurement may be affected by the presence 
of some gas. The same possibility may exist for the large 
discrepancy found in the correlation between velocities for 
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sample 18. There is no neutron - density cross-over effect 
on the compensated neutron formation density log for the 
rock at either of these positions. Perhaps the best 
explanation for the discrepancies comes from the 
heterogeneous nature of the rock and the way each method 
samples that rock.

The ratios of the velocities taken parallel to bedding 
versus perpendicular to bedding for samples 9, 15, 16 and 17 
are 1.16, 1.32, 1.26 and 1.39 respectively. Sample 9 is a 
fluvial mudstone, whereas samples 15, 16 and 17 are fine 
grained marine clastics. Of the four samples, sample 9 
appeared the most homogeneous. The V parallel to V 
perpendicular ratios accentuate the heterogeneous nature of 
the rocks.

Realizing the possible heterogeneous nature of rocks 
over the span of a couple inches, the fact that laboratory 
measurements are only taken of specimens 1 to 4 inches long, 
and log measurements are taken over a few feet, gives a 
greater appreciation for the measurements obtained in this 
study. In addition, depending on the specific properties of 
the section of rock of interest, some differences in 
comparative velocities are to be expected.

It is believed the measured shear wave velocities are 
as reliable as the compressional wave velocities and 
subsequently Poisson's ratios obtained from these
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measurements should be indicative of the various Morrow 
lithologies sampled.

Mount Pearl

The synthetic seismic lines (models) of each of the 
field montages are very useful in predicting actual seismic 
attributes. Synthetic seismic line AA AA' of the Mount 
Pearl montage (plate II) depicts several noteworthy 
characteristics of the seismic. In addition to being 
displayed as a synthetic seismic line, the synthetics for 
each well are displayed as a single trace on the actual 
seismic data.

Care must be taken in locating the Morrow section on 
the seismic sections. The Atoka section which rests on the 
top of the Morrow has a different seismic expression in 
Mount Pearl than in the other fields. The Atoka section of 
the Mount Pearl synthetic shows a doublet above the Morrow 
top, trough. In the Sorrento and Bledsoe Ranch fields the 
Atoka shows up as two distinct strong peaks. With higher 
frequency data this difference disappears (R. H. Angerer, 
1990, personal communication). The Mississippian or lower 
carbonate reflector is a high amplitude peak at the base of 

the Morrow section.
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The Morrow seismic character can be broken into four 
types of which three are modeled on the synthetics. 
The synthetics enable us to make correlations from wells 
with known lithologies and thicknesses to the four seismic 
character types. Because the wells are not located directly 
on the seismic line there may be some variation in the 
seismic character and therefore a one to one correlation, 
well to seismic will not be possible. The synthetic model 
should however, be very useful in matching known geologic 

conditions to the seismic.
In the description of the Morrow seismic expression it 

is necessary to refer to three different sections. 
Attributes in the upper Morrow include .01 seconds below the 
top of the Morrow. Approximately between .01 and .02 
seconds below the top of the Morrow will be referenced as 
middle Morrow and lower Morrow will be below .02 seconds to 
the Mississippian. The Morrow section only ranges from .035 
to .049 seconds and is located on the seismic from about .98 
to 1.2 seconds on the Mount Pearl seismic line.

The first seismic attribute seems to be fairly 
definitive of areas outside of the valley. An example of 
this first characteristic can be seen on the seismic line, 6 
traces to the right of the #10 Mitchek 31-3. The Morrow at 
this point is characterized by a high amplitude peak in the 
upper Morrow followed by a high amplitude trough overlying 
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the Mississippian reflector. This upper Morrow peak must 
result from tuning due to the overall thickness of the 
Morrow section.

The #10 Mitchek encountered approximately 16 feet of V7 
fluvial mudstone. A doublet with a very weak (low 
amplitude) lower peak appears on the synthetic. When 
projected onto the seismic section the doublet matches 
closely the actual data with some variation in the shape of 
the doublet, presumably due to slight phase and frequency 
differences.

The upper - middle Morrow compact doublet or middle 
Morrow singlet develops when the V7 fluvial sediment 
thicknesses range from 16 to 35 - 40 feet in thickness. The 
Champlin #1 Mitchek synthetic as well as the seismic data 
where the well is projected onto the seismic line display 
this character in addition to the #10 Mitchek.

At a thickness range of between 40 to 80 feet distinct 
doublet develops in the upper and middle Morrow section on 
the seismic. The #7 Mitchek and the #2 Mitchek show this 
third distinguishing character quite well.

The tuning effect of the overall Morrow thickness and 
the thickness of the V7 fluvial clastic section appear to 
contribute to the fourth characteristic seismic expression. 
From a V7 thickness of roughly 55 to 70 feet, an upper 
Morrow high amplitude peak is followed by a broad low 
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amplitude lower trough. The synthetic for the #2 White as 
well as the actual seismic data illustrate this character.

A Morrow thickness analysis spanning the synthetic 
seismic line reveals an increase from 240 feet to 270 feet 
from the #10 Mitchek to the #7 Mitchek. The Morrow 
thickness in the #2 Mitchek is 260 feet and goes to 235 feet 
in the #1 Mitchek. The #2 White has a 235 feet Morrow 
section in spite of the fact that it contains 33 more feet 
of sand than the #1 Mitchek and 68 more feet of sand than 
the #10 Mitchek which has no sand.

Isochron calculations across the seismic line discloses 
similiar findings. Although the oil wells are projected 
onto the seismic line from a distance of approximately 400 
feet and thicknesses from these wells are then used to 
compare to the isochron thicknesses, it is believed the net 
sand isopach correlation from wells to seismic is 
reasonable. When the projection was made onto the seismic 
line, overall Morrow thickness and its corresponding 
isochron value was not taken into consideration, only the V7 
sand thickness. Isochron values from the #10 Mitchek to the 
#7 Mitchek show a change from .035 to .048 seconds, a change 
of 13 milliseconds. The #2 Mitchek has an isochron value of 
.048 seconds, the #1 Mitchek .045 seconds and the #2 White 
.043 seconds. The #2 White has slightly more sand than the 
#7 Mitchek but has an isochron thickness 5 milliseconds 
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less. The #2 White does have a thicker isochron than the 

#10 Mitchek.
It is the belief of the author that isopach and 

isochron mapping, if used, should be used cautiously in the 
study area. Isopach maps of the area show anomalously thick 
sections of the Morrow within the study area which are 
unrelated to accumulations of fluvial rocks (Lee Spueler, 
UPRC, 1990, personal communication).

Sorrento

As was pointed out in the discussion of Mount Pearl, 
the Atoka section directly above the Morrow is identified by 
two strong peaks in the Sorrento area (Plate III). The 
Morrow top is located in the middle of the trough underlying 
the Atoka section. Unlike the high amplitude peak of Mount 
Pearl the Mississippian reflector at Sorrento is less 
definitive. In parts of the line the Mississippian 
reflector is fairly prominent whereas, in other parts it is 
broken up. The inconsistant, broken up nature of the 
reflector is probably due to karsting at the Mississippian 
unconformity surface.

Isochron values for the Morrow section across the 
seismic line range from .038 seconds to .042 seconds. 
Isopach values are in the range of 230 to 245 feet. Sand 
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thicknesses in Sorrento are generally thinner than for Mount 
Pearl and reach a maximum thickness around 50 feet along the 
seismic line.

The synthetic seismic line BB BB' in contrast to the 
Mount Pearl AA AA' does not model the seismic as 
distinctively. The characteristics which are modeled do 
match those of the Mount Pearl fairly closely however.

Seismic response outside of the valley, like at Mount 
Pearl is characterized by a high amplitude peak in the upper 
Morrow followed by a high amplitude trough overlying the 
Mississippian peak. The area around the #1 CPC Wilkerson is 
fairly indicative of this character. The upper Morrow peak 
appears to dip to a middle Morrow peak in the vicinity of 
the #1 CPC Wilkerson. No accumulation of V7 fluvial 
sediments is present in this well and the response is 
difficult to explain.

From a thickness of approximately 16 feet to 40 feet 
the seismic response of the Morrow is in the form of a 
middle Morrow peak. The #2 McCormick which has a V7 sand 
thickness of 35 feet and the #12 McCormick which has 
approximately 16 feet of V7 fluvial rocks illustrate this. 
This character parallels what was found in Mount Pearl.

Between the #1 CPC Wilkerson and the #12 McCormick is a 
segment about 5500 feet long where the Morrow section is 
either characterized by a middle Morrow peak or an upper - 
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middle Morrow compact doublet. This Morrow signature 
resembles wells in the Sorrento and Mount Pearl fields with 
35 to 40 feet productive sandstones. The possibility that 
the seismic is mimicking another #12 McCormick though, 
cannot be ruled out.

The well between the #2 McCormick and the #3-A 
McCormick located on the seismic line contains 50 feet of 
clean V7 sandstone. This well as well as the #3-A McCormick 
which has 44 feet of clean sandstone is characterized by a 
distinct doublet on the seismic. This doublet response and 
thickness range is in harmony with the Mount Pearl results.

The synthetic for the #3-A McCormick depicts the 
seismic response in the Morrow as an upper Morrow peak 
followed by a broad lower trough. Approximately 250 fe^t 
further north (3 traces) on the seismic line the seismic 
response is in fact identical to the synthetic.

Middle Morrow peaks and upper - middle Morrow compact 
doublets indicate the presence of valley-fill sediments 
between the #13 McCormick and the #3-C McCormick, both of 
which are dry holes. The #13 McCormick contains 45 feet of 
V7 fluvial silt and it is very possible the section between 
these two wells also contains overbank, marginal type of 
deposits. AVO applications which are discussed in the AVO 
interpretation section could help make this determination.
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Bledsoe Ranch

Seismic attributes of the Morrow in the Bledsoe Ranch 
field are markedly different than those from the other 2 
fields. For this seismic data set and in fact for the 
synthetic seismic line which was generated, the V7 sandstone 
reservoir is barely distinguishable (Plate IV). There is 
little change in isochron thickness of the Morrow from 
inside to outside the valley. The isochron value ranges 
from 35 to 39 milliseconds inside and outside the valley.

The synthetic seismic line CO CC is somewhat 
disappointing in terms of how it models the seismic line 
however, the model is probably a fair representation of the 
input wells from which it was created. Except for the #1 
Pilger Berge and the #3 Grays State, the wells were not 
projected onto the seismic line.

The synthetics of the #7 Bledsoe and the #2 Bledsoe 
which contain 44 feet and 21 feet of V7 sand respectively, 
each characterize the Morrow with an upper Morrow peak, 
followed by a low amplitude broad trough. In this thickness 
range the Mount Pearl/Sorrento seismic response is in the 
form of a middle Morrow peak or upper - middle Morrow 
compact doublet from about 16 to 40 feet and a distinct 

doublet for the greater thicknesses.
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Outside of the valley, the #1 Pilger Berge model shows 
the Morrow section as an upper Morrow high amplitude peak 
followed by a high amplitude trough. On the synthetic 
seismic line the only difference in character inside versus 
outside the valley is in amplitude of the peak and trough. 
The upper Morrow peak outside the valley is greater in 
amplitude as is the trough outside the valley.

Tying the synthetic of the #1 Pilger Berge to the 
seismic line gives very satisfactory results. The #1 Pilger 
Berge is located very close to the seismic line whereas, the 
#3 Grays State is farther from the line and more difficult 
to project onto the line. Projecting the #3 Grays State 
parallel to the isopach contour onto the seismic was done to 
best preserve stratigraphic consistency (see projection line 
on enlargement of field, plate IV). The synthetic of the #3 

Grays State fits the seismic satisfactorily.
When interpreting the seismic line, comparisons between 

the synthetic and the real data are not as useful as in the 
other fields. Inside the valley, the synthetic portrays a 
low amplitude upper Morrow peak with a broad low amplitude 
lower trough whereas, the real seismic data is a high 
amplitude upper Morrow peak followed by the lower amplitude 
broad trough. Outside the valley, the synthetic model shows 
a high amplitude upper Morrow peak followed by a high 
amplitude trough overlying the Mississippian reflector. A 
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broken, discontinuous reflection pattern exists in the 
Morrow outside the valley on the real seismic data except 
for some short continuous upper Morrow high amplitude peak 
segments.

The #1 Pilger Berge models one of the small segments on 
the seismic line outside the valley with a continuous upper 
Morrow high amplitude peak. The synthetic model does not 
contain a well whose synthetic would depict the more broken 
up nature of the Morrow outside the valley. The subtle 
variation in amplitude that exists on the synthetic seismic 
line from inside to outside the valley may give the 
interpreter a false concept. The addition of another well 
depicting the more inconsistant nature of the Morrow outside 
the valley would likely make the model more definitive.

AVO

Low Band Pass Frequencies (10-20-50-70 Hertz)

Fig. 6 (page 39) and Fig. 7 (page 40) show the four AVO 
models of the #3-A McCormick SE NE 4-14S-49W using a band 
pass filter of 10-20-50-70. The 2 cases represented in Fig. 
6 model the contrast between the 44 feet, no gas sand and 
the 44 feet of fluvial siltstone. Forty four feet of sand 
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with 20 feet of gas and 44 feet of sand with 44 feet of gas 
are modeled in Fig. 7.

Three characteristics of the AVO response help 
distinguish the 2 different lithologic units represented in 
Fig. 6. The Morrow in Fig. 6A is modeled by a relatively 
sharp peak in the upper Morrow which decreases in amplitude 
slightly with offset and, a middle to lower Morrow low 
amplitude broad trough. The slight increase in amplitude 
with offset of the trough is barely noticeable.

The siltstone of Fig. 6B by contrast, is modeled by a 
middle Morrow broad and flat peak which decreases in 
amplitude noticeably with offset. Unlike the sandstone of 
Fig. 6A the lower Morrow trough of Fig. 6B is thinner and 
relatively high amplitude.

Interference plays a significant part in the ultimate 
seismic response of the Morrow. Though the V7 fluvial 
sediments of Figs. 6A and 6B are positioned seismically 
lower in the Morrow section, their effect is seen primarily 
in the upper and middle part of the Morrow seismic section.

The 2 models in Fig. 7 show the effect of gas in the 44 
foot sand section. Fig. 7A, which has the 20 feet of gas in 
the 44 foot sand is similiar to the model with 44 feet of 
sand and no gas in Fig. 6A. The model shows an upper Morrow 
fairly sharp peak that decreases modestly with offset and a 
lower Morrow broad low amplitude trough. The shape of the 
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lower trough in this gas sand scenario does however change 
with offset. With increasing offset the lower Mississippian 
sharp peak is pulled up and flattened causing the lower 
Morrow trough to thin and increase in amplitude with offset.

The 44 foot gas sand model in Fig. 7B is a slightly 
higher amplitude expression of the characteristics described 
for the 20 foot gas sand. The presence of gas in the sand 
reservoir has a greater impact on the seismic character in 
the part of the seismic section where the fluvial sediments 
exist.

Even with no gas present in the reservoir, AVO 
techniques should prove to be useful in trying to 
distinguish between lithologies in the Morrow valley-fill 
sequences. The presence of gas should only enhance the AVO 
possibilities. The basic character of the Morrow is 
different from the fluvial siltstone to the sandstone. In 
addition, differences can be seen in amplitude with offset. 
The siltstone model shows a marked decrease in amplitude 
with offset of the middle Morrow flat peak. The presence of 
gas in the sand broadens and flattens the Mississippian peak 
with offset. Consequently, in an area where gas is present, 
greater lithologic distinction can be achieved.
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High Band Pass Frequencies (10-20-80-100 Hertz)

Curiously, the higher frequency content in the AVO 
model containing 44 feet of fluvial silt results in an upper 
- middle Morrow doublet. This response is similiar to the 
lower frequency response of 40 to 55 feet thick sands in the 
Mount Pearl field. Care must be taken in applying the 
Morrow seismic characteristics proposed in this writing to 
other seismic data. When higher frequency seismic is 
acquired, the specific characteristics of the seismic 
response will be different.

Similiar to the lower frequency case, the model in Fig. 
8A shows the Morrow with a 44 foot no gas sand to have an 
upper Morrow peak that decreases in amplitude slightly with 
offset. Unlike the lower frequency model however, the 
trough identifying the Morrow top is much higher in 
amplitude and the trough in the middle and lower Morrow is 
non-existant. A slight trough and the development of a 
lower doublet tied with the Mississippian reflector develops 
with offset.

The siltstone model of Fig. 8B shows an upper - middle 
Morrow doublet which decreases in amplitude with offset. 
For this model, positioning of the doublet in the Morrow 
section is critical to the lithologic association. A near 
offset doublet in the upper - middle Morrow that fades with 
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offset indicates overbank muds whereas, the development in 
far offsets of a lower Morrow - Mississippian doublet 
indicates sandstone.

The presence of gas in the sand of the models in Fig. 9 
accentuates the sandstones presence. For the lower 
frequency cases, gas sands add characteristics to the AVO 
model which enhance the distinction between sandstone and 
siltstone. This enhancement increases with higher 
frequency.

Pitfalls

Processing problems due to near surface weathered 
zones, subsurface channels as deep as 500 - 1000 feet and 
Permian salt sections may produce erroneous seismic sections 
and subsequent misleading interpretations. An awareness of 
these problems during processing will increase the 
confidence level in the interpretation.

Reflections from a subsurface of acoustic impedance do 
not come from a point but must be generated by integration 
over an area. The mathematically convenient ray tracing 
defines a "point of reflection" that is the center of this 
area of reflection integration. Energies from incremental 
areas surrounding this reflection point constructively 
interfere at the receiver location to generate the visible 
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reflection area. The area of constructive reflection 
accumulation surrounding the ray theory reflection point is 
called the Fresnel zone.... The size of this area 
establishes the lateral resolving power of the seismic 
method.... If reflectivity changes take place in a distance 
less than the Fresnel zone, they tend to be obscured in 
their seismic expression. The ability to observe such 
important phenomena as tidal channel cuts in sands, lateral 
facies changes, spatial porosity variation, etc., is a 
function of the Fresnel zone (Lindsey, 1989, p. 33). 

Estimations of the Fresnel zone size are discussed in 
Lindsey (1989) and Dobrin (1988). The best way to decrease 
the effects of the Fresnel zone is to migrate the seismic 
data. This process shrinks the Fresnel zone by the order of 
10 - 20-fold and potentially reveals lateral details of 
vital importance (Lindsey, 1989, p. 39). The data used in 
this study were unmigrated and the potential for "smearing” 
of specific boundaries due to the Fresnel zone may exist.
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SUMMARY

Seismic data used for this investigation reveal a 
variety of Morrow seismic attributes specifically related to 
variations in the middle Morrow V7 valley - fill system. 
Fig. 10 illustrates Morrow seismic attributes associated 
with specific thicknesses of the V7 fluvial unit in the 
Mount Pearl/Sorrento fields.

Figs. 10 A and C are taken from the Sorrento field 
whereas, Figs. 10 B, D and E are taken from Mount Pearl. 
Differences in the Atoka section exist between the 2 fields. 
The Mount Pearl Atoka seismic expression is in the form of a 
doublet. By contrast, the Sorrento field Atoka is 
characterized by 2 high amplitude peaks.

Fig. 10 A represents the Morrow seismic character 
outside of the valley. A high amplitude peak in the upper 
Morrow is followed by a high amplitude trough which overlies 
the Mississippian.

Fig. 10 B shows the seismic response to a Morrow 
section which contains approximately 16-40 feet of V7 
valley-fill sediments. This seismic response is 
characterized by a middle Morrow peak or an upper - middle 
Morrow compact doublet.

The Morrow seismic character for a 40 - 55 foot V7 
fluvial unit is illustrated in Fig. 10 C. An upper - middle
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Figure 11. Bledsoe Ranch Morrow seismic response to the 
presence of V7 fluvial sediments. A has O’ 
of V7, B has approximately 35’ of V7.
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Morrow doublet develops over a lower Morrow high amplitude 

trough.
Between 55 and 70 feet of V7 fluvial sediments, the 

Morrow seismic expression is an upper Morrow peak overlying 
a broad fairly low amplitude trough. This seismic response 
can be seen in Fig. 10 D.

Finally, locations where valley-fill thicknesses exceed 
70 feet are characterized by upper - middle zMorrow doublets 
followed by a lower Morrow high amplitude trough. This 
expression, seen in Fig. 10 E is similiar to the seismic 
response to the 40 - 55 foot V7 section of Fig. 10 C.

For the seismic data in this study, the Bledsoe Ranch 
Morrow seismic character is less definitive. Similiar to 
the Sorrento field, the Atoka section is identified by 2 
strong amplitude peaks which can be seen in Fig. 11 A and B. 
The seismic character outside the Morrow valley-fill system, 
illustrated in Fig. 11 A is broken up. Small segments 
containing an upper Morrow peak, similiar to the response 
inside the valley, do exist, however, and this can also be 
seen in Fig. 11 A.

The Morrow response inside the Bledsoe Ranch valley can 
be seen in the seismic of Fig. 11 B. This figure shows a 
high amplitude peak in the upper Morrow. The character of 
the middle and lower Morrow is similiar to the character 
outside the valley.
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Seismic expression of the Morrow varies across the 
study area. The differences that exist between the Mount 
Pearl/Sorrento field and the Bledsoe ranch field seismic 
lines may be due to differences in acquisition and 
processing. Identical acquisition and processing schemes 
may perhaps produce more harmonious results, however not 
necessarily. The differences seen in this study demonstrate 
the necessity of carefully modelling the Morrow, and doing 
so as close as possible to the exploration area of interest.

AVO applications can be of value in differentiating 
between productive sandstone reservoirs and nonproductive 
overbank siltstones. Poisson's ratios obtained from 
laboratory measurements of various Morrowan lithologies in 
this study will be useful in future AVO modelling 
applications.

A 44 foot sand with no gas AVO model (see Fig. 6, page 
39) shows a sharp upper Morrow peak which decreases in 
amplitude modestly with offset and a middle to lower Morrow 
low amplitude trough which modestly increases in amplitude 
with offset. By contrast the 44 foot silt (Fig. 6) is a 
broad flat peak which diminishes in amplitude noticeably 
with offset. The lower Morrow trough, unlike the sandstone 
scenario is relatively high in amplitude and decreases 
slightly with offset.
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The addition of gas to the sand (see Fig. 7, page 40) 
causes a broadening and flattening of the Mississippian 
reflector with offset in addition to increasing the 
amplitude and thinning the lower Morrow trough.

Increasing the high frequencies in these models 
changes the Morrow character. The 44 foot sand with no gas 
(see Fig. 8 A, page 41) changes, with the higher frequency, 
to an upper Morrow peak with no lower Morrow trough. The 
peak decreases slightly with offset whereas, the trough 
increases slightly with offset. Additionally, a doublet 
begins to develop with the Mississippian reflector. This is 
contrasted with the silt model (Fig. 8 B) which is now 
depicted as an upper - middle Morrow doublet which decreases 
in amplitude with offset.

The addition of gas to the higher frequency models (see 
Fig. 9, page 42) causes a very distinctive doublet to 
develop at the lower Morrow - Mississippian level. This 
doublet is distinctive at the near offset and increases in 
amplitude with far offsets.

Future Work

Future work in the area using data from this study and 
additional information would be very useful. Additional 
work using seismic shot outside the valleys in conjunction 
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with more detailed isopach maps of the Morrow and the 
various fluvial sandstone and siltstone units within the 
Morrow would provide the explorationist with more resources 
to interpret the Morrow.

Undrilled abandoned channels within the V7 valley-fill 
system in addition to minor feeder channels or perhaps other 
significant valley-fill systems in the Morrow provide 
abundant exploration opportunities. Additional AVO models 
that incorporate a variety of Morrow fluvial lithologies and 
thicknesses and evaluation of seismic CDP gathers for 
comparison may provide a better understanding of the seismic 

response of these exploration targets.
It is the hope of the author that the velocities 

obtained from the various lithologies of the Morrow in this 
study will be useful for future AVO modeling and perhaps for 
future studies comparing stresses from in-situ conditions to 
equivalent effective laboratory stress situations.
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CONCLUSIONS

The Morrowan fluvial sandstone reservoirs of southeast 
Colorado are high risk but highly economic exploration 
targets. The results of this study endorse the utilization 
of seismic to explore for these Morrow sandstones. 
Variations in thickness of the Middle Morrow V7 valley-fill 
fluvial rocks can be seen on the seismic in the form of 
subtle variations in amplitude and change in waveform of the 
Morrow seismic interval.

Seismic models from this study, generated from sonic 
and density logs are useful tools for identifying seismic 
character changes due to the variation in lithology and 
thickness of the middle Morrow V7 unit. Care must be taken 
to generate models in the specific area, perhaps the 
specific township where exploration programs are initiated, 
as the seismic character of the Morrow can vary. This 
variation is presumably due to changes in frequency and 
phase in addition to the variations in lithology and 
thickness of the fluvial units and the total Morrow section. 
Because of the numerous variations that may exist from one 
area to another, though they may only be a few miles apart, 
area and data specific models should be run.

Lithologic differences existing in the Morrow can in 
some instances be distinguished through the use of AVO 
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processing of the seismic data. More extensive modeling in 
the future will better resolve the capabilities of this 
technique for Morrow exploration. The acquisition of higher 
frequency seismic data in southeast Colorado will increase 
the effectiveness of AVO applications.
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MT PEARL 
FIELD AREA

Core Descriptions

LEGEND

Clay
Silt
Very Fine - Medium SS.
Coarse - Very Coarse SS.
Pebble - Gravel

Dolomitized SS.

Calcareous SH.
Coal
Wackestone
Packstone
Clay Lense or Mud Clast

B

Bioturbated
Burrowed

Carbonaceous Fragments
Minor or Inferred
Cross Bedding
Cross Bedding
Ripple Marks

Steeply Dipping Laminations
Roots
Scour Surface
Unconformity
Slump

ABBREVIATIONS

@ at AA as above
& and w/................ with
hi-fossiliferous highly fossiliferous
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3 WHITE 22-25
SE NW 25-13S-48W

i

75

8

85

27

5400

E 
s

E 
£

CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE 

|C |M| F|VF|5 I I

description

5370-75: Shale; black, carbonaceous; 
thinly laminated; fissile, rotten; 
top 3" is bioturbated, fossiliferous

5375-83: Sandy siltstone; grey-green; 
laminated; some bioturbation from 
78 to 83; ripple laminated from 78 
to 83; minor scour @ 7&i; slump @ 
81

5383-84: Muddy sandstone; off white 
with abundant black wavey laminations; 
fine lower to fine upper

5384-90: Sandstone; light brown; medium 
lower; quartz, mica; well sorted;
steeply dipping cross beds; oil stained

5390-93: Sandstone AA; contains è" 
dolomitic spheres

5393-98.5: Sandstone AA; fewer dolomitic 
spheres

5398.5-5407: Sandstone; light brown; 
medium lower to coarse lower; quartz; 
well sorted; oil stained; cross beds; 
dolomitic spheres

page 1 of 2
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3 WHITE 22-25
SE NW 25-13S-R48W

CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE 

LC1MJF|VF|5| f

5400

05

5410-

E 
£

DESCRIPTION

5498.5-5407: Sandstone; light brown; 
medium lower to coarse lower; quartz; 
well sorted; oil stained; cross beds; 
dolomitic spheres

5407-09: Sandstone; coarse lower to 
coarse upper; quartz; well sorted

5409-10: Sandstone; medium lower;
quartz; well sorted; scour at base

5410-10.5: Mudstone; grey-green; clay; 
fissile

page 2 of 2
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5 WHITE 31-25
NW NE 25-13S-48W

5365

75

■80

85

5395

E 

£
CLASTIC 

GRAIN SIZE 
LC|MIF|VF|^| I

DESCRIPTION

5365-68: Shale; black, carbonaceous; 
clay; numerous thin 1/8” coal seams, 
probably wood fragments

5368-69 : Silt st one ; green ; waxey ;
some wood coal fragments

5369-71 : Shale; black, carbonaceous;
clay; some wood coal fragments; pyrite 

5371-74: Siltstone; green; waxey;
some wood coal fragments; pyrite

5374-75: Shale; black, carbonaceous; 
clay ; s ome coal

5375-89: Siltstone; green; massive;
' laminated @ 88 to 89

5389-5405: Muddy sandstone; green; 
fine lower to fine upper; looks 
glauconitic; wood coal fragments @ 
91 ; some slump; steep dipping lam
inations from 89 to 97, laminations 
are straight to wavey

page 1 of 2
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5 WHITE 31-25
NW NE 25-13S-48W

5395

5400

5405

Ê 
£

CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE 

|C |M| F|VF|5 I I

DESCRIPTION

5389-54.05: Muddy sandstone; green; 
fine lower to fine upper; looks 
glauconitic; wood coal fragments @ 
91 ; some slump; steep dipping lam
inations from 89 to 97, laminations 
are straight to wavey , ripple lam
inations @ 97 to 5400, ripple and 
straight laminations from 5401 to 05; 
massive @ 5400 to 01

page 2 of 2
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1 MITCHEK 31-35
NW NE 35 -T13S-R48W

5345

50

55

70

È 
£

CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE 

|C I M| F |VF|5 I f

DESCRIPTION

5342-64: Sandstone; off white, brown;
fine upper to medium lower ; quartz, mica, 
some kaolinite ; sub-round; some . 4" 
dolomitic spheres © 43 to 44» 54 to 
55.5, 59 to 62.5 and 63; minor slump 
@42 to 44 » black carbonaceous seams @ 
43, 46, 48, 49; steeply dipping cross 
beds, oil stained

5364-73.5 : Sandstone; light brown;
medium upper ; quartz ; abundant .4" 
dolomitic spheres; well sorted; sub
round; black shale lamination with 
pyrite @ 6 4 , 6 5 and 68; oil stained

5373.5 -74 : Conglomerate ; very coarse 
upper ; quartz; poorly sorted; black 
rippled shale laminations; scour © 
base

page 1 of 2
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1 MITCHEK 31-35
NW NE 35-T13S-R48W

I I I I. I"'T

5375

5390

85

80

W

M

w

w

S
CLASTIC 

GRAIN SIZE

LClMlFtVFfSl 3

DESCRIPTION

5374-77: Muddy sandstone; black-white 
(oreo); very fine lower and mud (sand 
60%, mud 40%); quartz; ripple laminat
ions; bioturbated; burrowed

5377-82: Sandy mudstone; black some 
white; clay and some very fine lower 
sand (clay 70-80%, sand 20-30%);
thinly laminated; minor slump @ 81 ; 
very minor bioturbation

5382-89: Claystone; black, carbonaceous; 
fissile

page 2 of 2
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2 MITCHEK 22-35
SE NW35-T13S-R48W

5330

40

50

5360

CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE

¥

-®35

u.
/

1

/
E 
s

DESCRIPTION

5330-35 : Shale ; black, carbonaceous; 
clay; è * calcareous zone at 32 to 
32&; small sandy bioturbated zone 
from 34 to 35

5335-49 : Sandstone ; off white ; fine 
upper ; quartz ; fairly well sorted; 
sub-round; numerous black shale 
laminations; some clay lenses ; minor 
pyrite at 42; some cross beds ; minor 
bioturbation at 46 ; coarser sand and 
scour at 49

5349-50&: Shale ; black, carbonaceous; 
clay

5350^-55 : Sandstone; off white ; medium 
quartz ; numerous black shale laminations; 
minor burrows; ripple laminations at 
top

5355 -57à : Sandstone ; brown; medium lower 
at top, coarse upper at bottom;
cross beds

5357^-67: Sandstone ; brown; medium lower 
at top, very coarse lower at bottom ; 
quartz; well sorted; sub-angular;
some mud seams ; scour at base with 
mudstone

page 1 of 3
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2 MPTCHEK 22-35
SENW35-T13S-R48W

DESCRIPTIONCLASTIC 
GRAM SUE

5360

65

70

75

85

missing

5390

5 357à -67 : Sandstone ; brown; medium lower 
at top, very coarse lower at bottom; 
quartz ; well sorted; sub-angular ; 
some mud seams; scour at base with 
mudstone

5 367-72 à î Sandstone AA with very coarse 
upper sand at bottom

F M

5372à-84à * Sandstone; light brown; 
fine upper to medium lower at top, 
medium lower to medium upper at bottom; 
quartz ; dolomitized in bottom 1 1 ;
fairly steep cross beds

5389à -99à : Sandstone ; light brown ;
medium upper at top, coarse lower at 
bottom; quartz; dolomitized; cross 
beds

page 2 of 3
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2 MfTCHEK 22-35 
SENW35-T13S-R48W

c

5

5390

95

5400

CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE I DESCRIPTION

5389è -99è : Sandstone ; light brown ;
medium upper at top, coarse lower at 
bottom ; quartz ; dolomitized; cross 
beds

5399^-5404 : Sandstone; light grey- 
mottled ; medium lower to medium upper 
at top, very coarse lower to very 
coarse upper at bottom; quartz ;
dolomitized from 01 to 03

page 3 of 3
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4 MITCHEK 33-35
NW SE 35-T13S-R48W

— 20

25

•30

M 
O 
R 
R 
O 
W

CLASTIC 
GRAN SIZE

-5315

I DESCRIPTION

531 3-5328 : Shale ; black, carbonaceous; 
clay; fissile; silty sand and bio- 
turbated at 14 to 15

5328-35 : Sandstone; medium lower to 
medium upper ; quartz ; well consolidated; 
numerous black carbonaceous shale 
laminations; some black shale clasts ;. 
minor cross beds

5335-49: Sandstone; brown; medium upper 
to coarse upper; quartz; dolomitized 
at 38 to 43 and 45 and 47 to 49; well 
sorted ; cross beds » minor coal seam 
at 48

page 1 of 1
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5 MITCHEK 11-35
NW NW 35-13S-48W

®B

5355

■35

45

50

40

•30

5325

o 
w

M 
o

I
CLASTIC 

GRAIN SIZE
LC|M|F|VF|5| Î

DESCRIPTION

5326-51 : Shale; black, carbonaceous ; 
clay; fissile ; minor serpentine ( L, " 
pieces )

5341-42: Shale; black, carbonaceous; 
clay; fissile; calcareous; h i - 
fossilifer ous

5351 -56 : Sandstone; off white- light 
grey ;f ine lower to fine upper ; quartz; 
bioturbated; burrowed; 15% black shale 
laminations; soft sediment slump

page 1 of 4
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5 MITCHEK 11-35
NW NW 35-13S-48W

5355

60

65

70

75

5385

M 
a

E 
s

i 
n 
e

i 
£

CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE

LC1MI F|VF,5| I

DESCRIPTION

5356-61: Shale; black, carbonaceous; 
clay ; fissile

5361-67: Sandstone; off white; coarse 
upper to very coarse lower; quartz, 
some kaolinite; well sorted; some 
shale detrital fragments; black shale 
laminations at 62 ,63à, 64, & 65 ; flat 
bedded, cross beds at 65-67

5367-79: Sandstone; brown to light brown; 
coarse upper to very coarse lower; 
quartz; well sorted; sub angular;
fairly steep cross beds; oil stain

5379-81 : Sandstone; light, brown; fine 
upper to medium upper; quartz,mica ; well 
sorted; sub-round; fairly steep cross 
beds; oil stained; scour at top and 
bottom

5381-85: Sandstone; light brown; medium 
upper to coarse lower; quartz; cross 
beds ; oil stain

page 2 of 4
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5 MITCHEK 11-35
NW NW 35-13S- 48 W

5385

95

•5400

05

CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE

*

Ê 
£

F M

I ? 
v r

description

5385-5405: Sandstone; brown - light 
grey mottled; coarse lower to very 
coarse lower; quartz; fairly well 
sorted; fairly steep cross beds; 
high dolomitization

5405-10: Sandstone, conglomerate; light 
brown - off white mottled; quartz, 
some black coal and pyrite; good to 
poor sorting; low angle to steep cross 
beds; mud clasts; black shale laminations 
@ 08i-09; scour at base

5410-11: Mudstone; dark grey; silt
5411-12: Sandstone; off white; coarse 

lower to coarse upper; quartz, kaolinite; 
well sorted; flat bedded; scour at 
top and bottom

5412-14: Sandy mudstone; grey; very 
fine sand and silt; ripple laminations

5414-15: Sandstone; off white; coarse 
lower; quartz; shale ripups; scour 
at 1 4 i

page 3 of 4
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5 MITCHEK 11-35
NW NW 35-13S-48W

CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE

lC 1 M | F |VF| $ | £

5415

20

25

30

— 5435

E 
£

DESCRIPTION

5415-26: Sandstone; off white; medium 
upper to coarse lower; quartz, kaolinite; 
fairly well sorted; fairly steep 
cross beds

5426-32: Sandstone; off white - light 
brown mottled; quartz, kaolinite; - 
well sorted; sub angular; slight 
oil stain; scour at base

5432-33: Shale; black, carbonaceous; 
clay

page 4 of 4
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7MITCHEK13-35
NW SW 35-T13S-R48W

JI

5330

35

40

50

5360

CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE i

I

Î! 
e o

W

DESCRIPTION

5 327-41 : Shale ; black , carbonaceous;
clay ; fissile

5341-48: Sandy Shale; grey to black 
to off white ; silt and very fine lower 
sand; highly bioturbated and burrowed, 
burrows are horizontal

5348-61 : Sandstone ; medium lower ;
quartz ; well sorted; minor fine black 
shale laminations; ripple marks;
crossbeds ; scour at top

ft..r
page 1 of 3
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7 MfTCHEK 13-35
NW SW 35-T13S-R48W

5360

65

70

•75

80

85

5390

F M

I8
* i

DESCRIPTION

5361 -77.5 : Sandst one ; medium lower at 
top, very coarse lower at bottom; quartz; 
sub-angular ; fairly steep cross beds

5377.5-83.5: Sandstone; light brown; 
coarse lower at top, very coarse 
lower at bottom; quartz ; well sorted ; 
sub-angular

5383.5-88: Sandstone; light brown;
coarse lower at top, very coarse 
lower at bottom; quartz ; AA

5388-90.5 : Sandstone AA

page 2 of 3
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7 MîTCHEK 13-35
NW SW 35-T13S-R48W

5390

95

5400 2 7 i

05

10

5415

CLASTIC 
CRAIN SIZE I

I M 
O 
R 
R 
O 
W

DESCRIPTION

5390.5-97.5: Sandstone; light brown; 
coarse lower at top, very coarse 
lower at bottom; quartz; well sorted; 
sub angular

5397.5-5403.5: Sandstone; off white; 
medium upper at top, coarse upper 
at bottom; quartz; well sorted;
cross beds

5403.5-13: Sandstone; off white; med
ium upper at top, very coarse upper 
at bottom; quartz; well sorted;
cross beds; dolomitized from 09 to 
13

5413-16: Shale; black, carbonaceous;
clay

page 3 of 3
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9 MITCHEK 24-35
SESW35-T13S-R48W

5330

35

C

5360

R 
O 
W

CLASTIC 
GRAM SUE

2 1

6. 7 
5

J. %

DESCRIPTION

5330-33.5: Shale; black, carbonaceous; 
clay;fis sile ; some siderite

5333.5-38: Shale; dark grey-black; 
silt; abundant black carbonaceous 
fragments, fern leaves

5338-41.5: Shale; light grey; silt; 
minor black carbonaceous fragments

5341 .5 -70.5 : Sandy Silt; dark grey- 
black to off white mottled; silt and 
very fine sand; highly bioturbated; 
possible syneresis cracks

page 1 of 3
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9 MITCHEK 24-35
SE SW 35-T13S-R48W

5360

70

75

80

5390

M 
O 
R 
R 
O 
W

CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE

E 
s

I ? ES 
5

DESCRIPTION

5 341 .5 -70.5 : Sandy Silt; dark grey - 
black to off white mottled; silt and 
very fine sand; highly bioturbated; 
possible syneresis cracks

5370.5-72: Sandstone; off white to 
light brown; medium upper; quartz; 
well sorted ; sub-angular; slump

5372-73: Sandy Silt; dark grey- 
black to off white mottled; silt 
and very fine sand ; highly bioturbated

5373-95.5: Sandstone; off white;
fine upper at top, coarse lower at 
base ; quartz ; dolomitized from 82 to 
95.5; minor mud drapes from 82 to 
95.5; cross bedding from 87 to
5400

page 2 of 3
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9 MITCHEK 24-35
SE SW 35-T13S-R48W

I

5390

5

5400

5405

M 
O 
R 
R 
O 
W

CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE hi! DESCRIPTION

5373-95.5: Sandstone; off white; 
fine upper at top, coarse lower at 
base; quartz; dolomitized from 82 to 
95.5; minor mud drapes from 82 to 
5400

5395.5-54OO: Sandstone; off white to 
flesh; medium upper to coarse lower 
quartz; sub-angular to sub-round; 
dolomitized; lower 1' has abundant 
black wavey shale laminations and 
small coal seam, pyritized; scour at 
base; detrital shale break ups

5400-5406: Shale; black, c arbonaceous 
clay; fissile

page 3 of 3
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10 MITCHEK 31-3
NW NE 3-T14S-R48W

I l I

1 1 ■

5380

75

65 8

70 i

60

55

15350

M

M

w

o

n

u

1 i

w

CLASTIC 
GRAIN SZE

DESCRIPTION

5350-52 : Shale; green ; silt; waxey ; 
black carbonaceous fragments

5352-52.5 : Shale ; grey ; clay; waxey

5352.5-54 : Shale; grey; clay; fissile ; 
leached

5354-60: Shale ; black, carbonaceous; 
clay; fissile; 2" siderite at top

536 0-62: Shale ; black , carbonaceous ; 
silt and very fine lower sand; thinly 
laminated (oreo); fine burrows

5362-72.5 : Shale ; black, carbonaceous ; 
silt and very fine lower sand (less 
sand); fine burrows

5372.5-73.5 : Shale ; black, carbonaceous; 
calcareous; hi-fossiliferous; burrows

5373.5-78 : Shale ; black, carbonaceous; 
clay; fissile; basal 1 ’ is poker chip

5378: 2" coal seam
5378-81 : Shale ; black, carbonaceous;

clay; some very fine lower sand in top
1 ' ; fissile

page 1 of 2
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10 MITCHEK 31-3
NW NE 3-T14S-R48W

U5380

2C

85

90

95

5400

05

5410

M 
O 
R 
R 
O 
W

L 
o 
w 
e

S 
h 
o

CLASTIC 
CHAIN SZE

M 
a

1 1 DESCRIPTION

5381 -81 .5 : Coal
5381.5-83: Shale; green; silt; waxey; 

black carbonaceous fragments
5383-90: Shaley Sandstone; grey to green; 

very fine lower; leached; roots from 
83 to 85

5390-98: Shale; black, carbonaceous 
and off white (oreo); silt and very 
fine lower sand

5398-5408: Shale; black, carbonaceous;
clay ; fissile

page 2 of 2
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SORRENTO
FIELD AREA

Core Descriptions

LEGEND

Clay
Silt
Very Fine - Medium SS.
Coarse - Very Coarse SS.
Pebble - Gravel

Dolomitized SS.

Calcareous SH.
Coal
Wackestone
Packstone
Clay Lense or Mud Clast

Bioturbated
Burrowed

Carbonaceous Fragments 
Minor or Inferred 
Cross Bedding 
Cross Bedding
Ripple Marks

Steeply Dipping Laminations
Roots
Scour Surface
Unconformity
Slump

ABBREVIATIONS

@....................at
&....................and
hi-fossiliferous.....highly

AA................as above
w/................with

fossiliferous
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DESCRIPTION

1 McCORMICK 24-25
SE SW 25-13S-49W

5515

25.

35

5545

F M 
I O 
u R

M 
a

CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE

2
3.
5

5 515-16: Shale ; black, carbonaceous; clay; 
fissile

5 51 6 -3 9 à : Shale ; army green; silt ;
waxey ; blocky ; some black carbonaceous 
fragments

5539 à-40: Shale ; black , carbonaceous; 
calcareous ; hi-fossiliferous

5 540-45 : Shale; black, carbonaceous; 
clay ; fissile

5545: 2” coal seam
5545-4&: Shale; grey to green; silt; 

waxey ; blocky; black carbonaceous 
fragments

page 1 of 2
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DESCRIPTION

1 McCORMICK 24-25
SE SW 25-13S-49W

I

5545
1 V9

50

55

60

5565

M 
O

L 
o 
w 
e

I 
£

CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE 

tClMf F|VF|-a| I

! 

w r

e R 
_ R

O 
W

vertical scale; 1 inch : 5 feet

5345: 2" coal seam
5345-46: Shale; grey to green; silt; 

waxey ; blocky; black carbonaceous 
fragments

5346-49: Sandy Shale; light grey to 
green; silt and very fine lower sand 
(oreo); very fine ripple laminations

5349-53 : Sandstone; light grey to green; 
very fine lower some silty laminations

5353-6 5 : Shale; black, carbonaceous;
clay ; fissile

page 2 of 2
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1 RHOADES 13-35
NW SW 35-13S-49W

1
I DESCRIPTIONCLASTIC 

GRAIN SIZE 
|C I M| F |VF|3 | Î

5550

7 v

65

70

75

5580

M 
0 
R 
R 
0 
W

■55

60

5550-52: Sandstone; off-white, light 
grey-green; quartz, mica; fine upper; 
bioturbated; numerous shale laminations; 
ripple laminations

5552-84: Sandstone; light brown; medium 
lower to medium upper; quartz,some 
kaolinite; sub-angular; cross bedding; 
fair sorting; oil stained; small 
welded quartz spheres (less than .4 inch 
in diameter) 30% of rock from 57 to 59, 
64 to 65, and 68 to 70

page 1 of 2
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DESCRIPTION

1 RHOADES 13-35
NW SW 35-13S-49W

•5580

90

5600

•05 9

5610

12. 
5

M 
a 
r

E 
£

CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE 

1C|M| F,VF|^, f

5584-84.5: Sandstone; medium lower 
to medium upper; quartz with abundant 
kaolinite; tight; welded

5584.5-86.5: Siltstone; dark grey
green; waxey

5586.5-90.5: Sandstone; light brown; 
coarse upper to very coarse upper; 
quartz, feldspar, kaolinite; fairly 
tight; some large clay clasts; scour 
at top and at base

5590.5-95: Shale; black, carbonaceous; 
clay ; waxey

5595-99.5: Shale; green-white; clay; 
thin bedded; banded at top (mint); 
fairly steeply dipping

5595.5-5602.5: Shale; black, carbon
ace ous ; waxey

5602.5-5609: Shale; green; silt; waxey; 
some slump in bottom 1’

page 2 of 2
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DESCRIPTION

3 RHOADES 31-35
NW NE 35-13S-49W

5535

50

55

5565

M 
O 
R 
R 
O 
W

M 
a

£

L 
I 

M
r

CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE

LC|M| F|VF|5| |

5533-50.5: Shale; black, 
clay; finely laminated;

carbonace ous; 
fissile

5550.5- 51 : Shale; black, carbonaceous; 
calcareous; hi-fossiliferous

5551-52.5: Shale; black, carbonaceous;
• clay; fissile; rotten
5552.5-53: Shale; black, carbonaceous; 

calcareous; hi-fossiliferous ;
5553-60: Shale; black, carbonaceous;

clay ; fissile

5560-64: Shale; black, carbonaceous; 
clay, some coarse silt & very fine 
lower sand; small burrows @ 62

5 564-60.5 : Shale; black, carbonaceous; 
clay ; fissile

page 1 of 2
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DESCRIPTION

3 RHOADES 31-35
NW NE 35-13S-49W

5565

5575

M 
0 
R 
R

M 
a

I5
CLASTIC 

GRAIN SIZE
1.C 1 M | F 1VF| % | I

5568.5-72: Sandstone; off white;
medium lower to coarse upper; quartz, 
some kaolinite, mica, pyrite; cross 
beds; no oil stain; scour surface @ 
top

COLW/-DO cc miHEo
GOLDSS, COLOEULDQ EO-SGi

page 2 of 2
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5 RHOADES 42-35
SE NE 35-T13S-R46W

5515

®B

20

25

fl

a W

35

40

5545

E 
s

CLASTIC 
CRAIN SIZE

C.".F .VF,5, "

DESCRIPTION

5515-21.5: Shaley Sandstone: black to 
white mottled; fine lower at top, 
coarse lower at bottom; quartz; more • 
sand at bottom; highly bioturbated and 
burr owed

5521.5-29.5: Sandstone; brown; coarse 
lower to coarse upper, some streaks of 
fine upper; quartz; minor dolomitization; 
fairly steep cross beds

5529.5-36: Sandstone; brown; fine upper 
at top, medium lower at base; quartz; 
dolomitized; cross beds from 31 to 36

5536-47: Sandstone; brown; medium upper 
at top, coarse upper at base; quartz; 
dolomitized from 37 to 45; cross beds 
(destroyed by dolomitization); black 
coal seam and pyrite at 41

page 1 of 2
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5 RHOADES 42-35
SE NE 35-T13S-R49W

5

50

60

5570

M 
O 
RE 

s

ÎCLASTIC 
GRAW3QE

DESCRIPTION

5347-56f: Sandstone; brown; fine upper
at top, very coarse upper to gravel at 
base; quartz; dolomitized from 49 to 
56; well sorted at top, fair sorting 
at base; cross beds; some wavey black 
shale laminations at 47 to 48

55561-61 : Muddy Sandstone; grey to green; 
silt to fine lower sand; quartz; pyrite 
at 57 to 59; slump; minor faults; minor 
bioturbation and burrowing; ripple 
laminat ions

5561-68.5: Sandstone; grey; very fine 
lower, some silt; thick bedded; some 
s lump

page 2 of 2
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7 MCCORMICK 33-3 
NW SE 3-T14S-R49W

CLASTIC
GRAIN SIZE

DESCRIPTION

I

5495

5500

05

10

15

20

5525

M 
O 
R 
R 
O 
W

1- V 
5 9

W S 
h

F 
I 
u 
v

V I 
7 a

5495-97.5 : Sandstone; off white ; fine 
upper ; quartz ; well sorted ; some ripple 
laminations; soft sediment deformation; 
some cross beds ; no bioturbation

5497.5-5505: Sandstone; brown; fine 
upper ; quartz ; steep cross beds; minor 
shale seam at 01 and 02

5 5 05 -1 5 : Sandstone; brown ; medium lower 
to medium upper; quartz, kaolinite ; 
dolomitized; well sorted ; cross beds

5 515-19: Sandstone; brown; coarse 
lower to coarse upper ; quartz , some 
kaolitite ; dolomitized; well sorted

551 9-22.5 : Sandstone; light brown;
very coarse upper ; quartz , kaolinite , 
some feldspar; well sorted ; sub-round 
to sub-angular

5522.5-24 : Shale; grey ; silt; waxey ; 
contains black carbonaceous fragments; 
2" coal seam and pyrite at top

5524-32 : Silty Sandstone ; light grey to 
off white (ore o ) ; silt to very fine 
sand ; quartz; roots to 25

page 1 of 2
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7 MCCORMICK 33-3 
NWSE3-T14S-R49W

5525

30

5535

CLASTIC 
GRAM SIZE

S 
h 
O

L 
o 
w 
e

I DESCRIPTION

5524-32: Silty Sandstone ; light grey to 
off white (oreo); silt to very fine 
sand ; quartz ; roots to 25

5 532-37 : Shale; black , carbonaceous; 
clay ; fissile

page 2 of 2
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8 McCORMICK 44-3
SE SE 3-14S-49W

5515

20

5525

CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE

M 
a

■2 
Ê 
i£

description

5514-20: Sandstone; light brown; coarse 
lower to coarse upper; quartz; well 
sorted; highly dolomitic (spheres) at 
14-1 5

5520-22&: Sandstone; light brown; very 
coarse lower to very coarse upper; quartz; 
well sorted; sub-angular

5522^-24 : Shale; black, carbonaceous;
clay ; fissile

page 1 of 1
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DESCRIPTION

11 MCCORMICK 22-3
SE NW 3-14S-49W

■5450

55

60

I 0
65

75

5480

M 
0 
R

M 
a

E 
£

CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE

54.50-55 : Shale; black, carbonaceous; 
clay ; fissile

5455-56: Shale; black, carbonaceous; 
calcareous; hi-fossiliferous

5456-59: Shale; black, carbonaceous; 
clay ; fissile

5459-71 : Sandstone; fine lower to fine 
upper; quartz; some black shale lamin
ations; ripple laminations; slump;
bioturbated @ shale breaks

5471-80: Sandstone; fine upper; quartz, 
some kaolinite; cross beds

page 1 of 3
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DESCRIPTION

11 McCORMICK 22-3
SE NW 3-14S-49W

CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE

|C | M| F |VF|$ | 5

—5480

85

90

95

■5500

05

5510

39. 
5

V
7

F 
I

i 
a 
I

V 
9

L 
e
e 
e
/
E 
s 
t 
u 
a
i 
n 
e

5480-89: Sandstone; medium lower to 
medium upper; quartz, mica, some dol
omite; cross beds; minor shale seams; 
oil stained

5489-97: Sandstone; medium lower to 
medium upper; quartz, dolomitized; 
dense; oil stained

5497-98: Sandstone; coarse lower; quartz; 
well sorted; sub-round to sub-angular; 
oil stained

5498-98.5: Conglomerate; scour @ base; 
i" seam of coal, pyrite @ base

5498.5-5517: Sandstone; light grey
green; fine upper; quartz, some mica; 
climbing ripple laminations; minor 
bioturbation; some slump; some cross 
beds

page 2 of 3
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DESCRIPTION

11 McCORMICK 22-3
SE NW 3-14S-49W

5510

15

20

25

30

32. V u 
5 9 Y

M 
O 
R 
R
O 
W

1CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE 

tÇ |M| F|VF|| f

M

X r

5517-27: Shale; green; silt; blocky; 
high content of black carbonaceous 
fragments

5527-31: Sandstone; light 
fine upper; quartz; some

grey-green ; 
slump

5531-33.5: Shale; black, carbonaceous; 
clay ; poker chip

5533.5-34: Shaley sandstone; interbedded 
black-white (oreo)

page 3 of 3
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DESCRIPTION

4 McCormick 
NW NE 4-14S-49W

5440

55

60

65

5470

M 
O 
R

Ê 
£

T ; 5 
e w

5441-71i : Shale ; black, carbonaceous ; 
clay; fissile, poker chip @ 5451 to 
5453; calcareous and hi-fossiliferous 
@ 5443 , 5453 to 5454

page 1 of 2
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DESCRIPTION

4 McCORMICK
NW NE 4-143-49W

TT

5470

80

75

85

5490

5.

S

w

M

M

e

o

8
CLASTIC 

GRAIN SIZE 

|C I M| F|VF|f | ?

5471 i-72 : Sandstone ; coarse; abundant 
black coal seams & pyrite ; scour sur
face @ 5471i

5472-77 : Sandstone; light brown; coarse 
upper to very coarse lower ; quartz 
with abundant dolomitic spheres; well 
sorted; sub-angular; no visible cross 
beds ; black coal chunk @ 75; oil stained

5477-88 : Shale & Sandstone; light grey-green 
interbedded (ore o) ; sand is very fine 
lower ; some slump; some burrows ; leach
ed; roots from 77 to 79

5 488-91 : Shale ; black, carbonaceous; 
clay ; fissile

page 2 of 2
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DESCRIPTION

13 McCORMICK
NW NW 3-14S-49W

I I I'TTI

~ — 20

—5525

5510

15
M

ICLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE 

|C | M| F|VF]§ | |

5 51 2-23 : Shale ; green ; silty; black 
carbonaceous fragments ; some fine 
laminations ; waxey

page 1 of 1
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DESCRIPTION

12 McCORMlCK 11-9 
NW NW 9-14S-49W

E

5495

C(BB

5

5510

CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE

E 
s

5500 
C

E 
£

-05

5495-99: Sandy shale; grey-green; silt 
ripple laminated; slump; bioturbated; 
burrows; black carbonaceous fragments

5499-5502: Shale; grey-green; silt; 
high black carbonaceous fragments

5502-07: Sandstone; light green with 
some interbedded dark grey-black shale; 
fine lower; ripple laminations; some 
bioturbation @ 03 to 04 and lower 1’; 
2" shale @ base of 06

5507-10: Shale; black, carbonaceous; 
clay; fissile; calcareous and hi-foss- 
iliferous & 09 to 10

page 1 of 1
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DESCRIPTION

1 CPC WILKERSON
NW NW 17-14S-49W

E

5495

5500

05

10

5525

M 
O
R

Ê 
£

V7 

uncA

20:

B

I R

CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE

LC I M | F fVF|3 | f

3 U 
5

5493-5506: Shale; black, carbonaceous; 
clay ; fissile

5506-12: Wackestone; top 1* grey-black,
lower 5* green; hi-fossiliferous

5512-20: Shale; black, carbonaceous;
clay ; fissile

5520-22: Shale; black, carbonaceous;
clay & very fine lower sand interbedded;
(oreo); finely laminated; fissile;
some burrows

5522-33: Shale; black, carbonaceous;
fissile

page 1 of 4
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1 CPC WILKERSON
NW NW 17-14S-49W

•5525

30

35

40

45

50

3 
5

M 
0 
R 
R 
O 
W

a 
c 
e

S 
h 
o

M 
a

L 
o
e

CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE

V9 
une.

Ê
1C 1M| F|VFr| | g

M 
a

X r

description

5522-33:
fissile

Shale; black, carbonaceous;

5533-35: Shale; black-white; calcareous; 
hi-f ossiliferous

5535-41: Shale; black, carbonaceous; 
fissile

5541-42: Siltstone; grey; 1" coal seam 
on top and seam within

5542-51 : Sandstone; light green (weather
ed); very fine lower to silt; quartz; 
ripple laminations; minor slump; roots 
from 41 to 45

5551-76: Shale; black, carbonaceous; 
clay; fissile; thin calcareous zone 
9 61

page 2 of 4
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DESCRIPTION

1 CPC WILKERSON
NW NW 17—14S-49W

CLASTIC ç og
GRAIN SIZE o ; Î E

- $■ (5 d tu £
1C|M|F|VF|5| § I

•60

70

75

M

X

n

M 
0 
R 
R
O 
W

5551-76: Shale; black, carbonaceous; 
clay; fissile; thin 6" calcareous 
zone @ 61

5576-80: Mudstone; dark grey; silt;
1’ wackestone from 77-78

5580-5601.5: Shale; dark grey; silt & 
clay; thick poker chip (.4-" to 1 .2")

page 3 of 4
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DESCRIPTION

1 CPC WILKERSON
NWNW17-14S-49W

CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE 

|C|M|F|VF|Ï| Î

5600

5580-5601 . 5 : Shale ; dark grey ; silt & 
clay; thick poker chip (.4" to 1.2")

K 
e 
y 
e 
s

5601 .5-02 : Packstone; dark grey ; 
microcry Staline

page 4 of 4
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Appendix C
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BLEDSOE RANCH
FIELD AREA

Core Descriptions

LEGEND

Clay
Silt
Very Fine - Medium SS.
Coarse - Very Coarse SS.
Pebble - Gravel

Dolomitized SS.

Calcareous SH.
Coal
Wackestone
Packstone
Clay Lense or Mud Clast

B

Bioturbated
Burrowed

Carbonaceous Fragments
Minor or Inferred 
Cross Bedding 
Cross Bedding
Ripple Marks

Steeply Dipping Laminations
Roots
Scour Surface
Unconformity
Slump

ABBREVIATIONS

@.................... at
S.................... and
hi-f ossilif erous..... highly

AA................as above
w/................with

fossiliferous
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DESCRIPTION

I BLEDSOE 14-30
SW SW 3O-12S-5OW

•6150

55

70

75

6180

I

ICLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE 

IC I M| FjVF|5 | |

6150-55; Shale; black; carbonaceous; 
finely laminated

61 55-59.5 : Sandstone; green; q<fcz . ;very fine 
lower; well sorted; some wavey laminations 
bottom 2* interbedded with shale

6159.5-63: Sandstone; green with grey 
wavey shale laminations; shaley ; 
bioturbated; scour at base

6163-64: Sandstone; green; very fine upper; 
well sorted; slump

6164-65.5: Sandstone; very fine upper; 
shaley; bioturbated

6165.5-69: Sandstone; medium lower to 
medium upper; quartz; well sorted; some 
high angle cross-beds; slumped; top 
1 1 has some wavey shale laminations

6169-80: Sandstone; medium lower to medium 
upper; quartz; well sorted; high angle 
cross-beds; carbonaceous shale lam
inations throughout ( 5%); some lam
inations are wavey, some are straight; 
light oil stain starts at 78

page 1 of 2
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DESCRIPTION

1 BLEDSOE 14-30
SW SW 30-12S SOW

E

6180

85

95

6200

05

M 
0 
R 
R 
0 
W

E 
£

CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE

4 V U
1 7 Ï

M

W r

6180-92: Sandstone; coarse lower to 
coarse upper; quartz; well sorted; 
high angle cross beds

6192-93: Sandstone; medium upper to 
coarse upper; quartz with some kaol
inite, mica; well sorted; no oil stain

6193-96.5: Sandstone; very coarse upper; 
quartz; well sorted; some interbedded 
coarse sandstone; high angle cross 
beds; mottled oil stain; scour @ base

6196.5-6200: Shale; grey-black; thinly 
laminated; some shell fragments;
fractured ;

6200-05: Shale; grey-black; thickly 
laminated; steeply dipping; fractured; 
possible lystric faulting; bi oturbat ed; 
dewatering structures

page 2 of 2
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DESCRIPTION

2 BLEDSOE 12-31
SW NW 31-12S-50W

•6130

35

40

V 
7

M 
0 
R 
R 
0 
W

CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE

icr 
atu

6132-36: Shale; green; silt

6136-41 : Sandstone; green; 
fine upper; quartz, mica;

argillaceous ; 
(50% sand)

6141-43.5: Sandstone; fine upper; quartz, 
mica, amphibole; well sorted; carb, shale 
laminations; slump @ 6143

6143.5-48: Sandstone; fine upper; quartz, 
mica; well sorted; slump @ 45 & 47; 
slightly dipping cross-beds; thin bedded

6148-53: Sandstone; medium lower; quartz; 
well sorted some carb, shale laminations; 
oil stain @ 52-53; steep cross-beds

6153-55: Sandstone; medium upper; quartz, 
some kaolinite; well sorted; well cement
ed; mottled oil stain

6155-57.25: Conglomerate; very coarse 
upper to pebble; quartz, feldspar; scour 
at base

6157.25-59: Shale; black carbonaceous; 
clay

6159- 2inches: Shale; green; silt
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DESCRIPTION

4 BLEDSOE
NE SE 25 -12S-51W

-6170

80

85

90

75

•6200

95

1.

t ;
M

a

V
7

X %

M 
' O

R 
R 
O 
W

2 5 s «CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE 

|C|M|F|VFri| |

A-

61 7 0-73 : Shale ; black , carbonaceous; 
finely laminated ; some shell fragment 
at bottom 311

61 7 3-79: Shale ; grey; finely laminated

61 79-6179.2: Shale ; black ; arenaceous ; 
scour surface

61 79.2-82: Sandstone; medium lower ; 
quartz with some mica; well sorted

61 82-87: Sandstone; medium-upper ; 
quartz with some mica; well sorted; 
cross-bedded

61 87-94: Sandstone; coarse lower ;
quartz , feldspar ; well sorted; cross
bedding

6194-99: Sandstone; very coarse lower- 
very coarse upper ; quartz, feldspar ; 
well sorted; cross-bedding

61 99-6201 : Conglomerate ; grave 1 ; quartz 
feldspar; poorly sorted; rip-up chips

6201 : Scour surface
6201 -02: Shale ; grey

page 1 of 1
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DESCRIPTION

3 GRAY STATE 44-36
SE SE 36-12S-51W

i

6140

50

•55

not
cored

65

6170

M 
0 
R 
R 
0 
W

CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE

M 
a

o 
o 
d 
P

V 
5
F

I £

6137-48.5: Claystone; army green; 
thinly laminated

6148.5-49.5: Coal; black; pyrite
6149*5-51 : Claystone; green; carbonaceous 

root fragments; pyrite
6151-53: Claystone; green-black; carb

onaceous; calcareous toward bottom

6153-55: Calcareous mudstone; black-white 
mottled; hi-fossil!ferons ; limestone 
c oncreti ons

6155-56: Mudstone; green; calcareous; 
f ossiliferous

6156-61 : Mudstone; green; clay; minor 
fracturing and slumping; laminated; 
lower 1 ’ black carbonaceous

6169-74.5: Mudstone; black; clay; carb
onaceous; thinly laminated

I I I I I I

page 1 of 2
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DESCRIPTION

3 GRAY STATE 44-36 
SE SE 36-12S-51W

6170

75

80

90

6195-

M 
0 
R 
R 
0 
W

CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE

? '

6169-74.5:
onaceous;

Mudstone; black ; clay; car b - 
thinly laminated

6174.5-77: Calcareous mudstone; black; 
carbonaceous; hi-fossiliferous

61 77-85 : Mudstone ; black; clay; carb
onaceous; fissile ; thinly laminated

61 85-86.5 : Calcareous mudstone; black ; 
pyrite ; some very fine grained sand

6186.5-95: Mudstone; black; clay; 
carbonaceous; finely laminated ; scour 
at base

6195-96: Sandstone; off-white; very 
coarse lower to very coarse upper ; quartz , 
feldspar, some clay in matrix ; sub- 
angular to sub-round ; thin 1 finch black 
carbonaceous seam @ 96

6196-96.5 Sandstone; AA; unconsolidated

page 2 of 2
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5 BERGE 33-1
NW SE 1—13S~51 W

—6105

-15

•10

20

25

■6130

M

ICLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE

|C | M| F|VF|â I 5

description

61 06-06.5 : Shale ; black, carbonaceous ; 
calcareous; hi-f ossiliferous

6106.5-13.5: Shale; black, carbonaceous; 
fissile; "rotten"

6113.5 -21 .5 : Shale ; black, carbonaceous; 
interbedded very fine lower sandstone; 
bioturbated

6121 .5-29.5: Sandstone ; medium upper ; 
quartz ; well sorted ; some cross -bedding ; 
slump @ 24; black carbonaceous lamina
tions @ 26; 2" bioturbated black 
carbonaceous sand @22.5; oil stain from 
24-29

6129.5-30: Conglomerate

page 1 of 1
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DESCRIPTION

1 PILGER BERGE 11-7
NW NW 7-13S-50W

50

55

6065

6033-43: Shale; black, carbonaceous; 
clay; fissile; rotten

6043-44.5: Shale; black, carbonaceous; 
calcareous; hi-fossiliferous

6044.5-49: Shale; black, carbonaceous; 
fissile ; rotten

6049-60: Shale; green, red; silt; black 
carbonaceous fragments; blocky

6060-70: Shale; green, red; clay; waxey

page of 3
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1 PILGER BERGE 11-7
NW NW 7-13S-50W

I

6065

70

75

85

20. 
5

a 
c 
e

o 
o 
d 
P

1

V 
7
F

CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE

LÇ1MI F,VF|5 i f

.4

M 
--------— O

' g 

4 9 v W

DESCRIPTION

6070-75: Shale; black, carbonaceous; 
contains some silt and fine sand; 
fissile; minor bioturbation; small 
burrows; irregular white sand lam
inations

6075-75.5: à" seam of coal; 4" of 
dense siderite; seam of coal, 
roots, pyrite

6075.5-79: Shale; grey-green; silty; 
waxey

6079-82: Mudstone; green; silt; calc
areous; marly; thin bedded; top part 
green weathered, bottom unweathered

6082-84: Shale; grey-black; silt w/ 
white seams of very fine sand; dense; 
slump

6084-88.5: Shale; black, carbonaceous; 
fissile ; rotten

6088.5-91.5: Shale; black, carbonaceous; 
calcareous; hi-fossiliferous; 3" zone 
of siderite at 91

6091.5-6104.5: Shale; black, carbonaceous; 
clay; fissile; some poker chip; thin 
calcareous zone at 96
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DESCRIPTION

1 PILGER BERGE 11-7
NW NW 7-13S-5OW

E

•6095

6100

05

10

6115

CLASTIC 
GRAIN SIZE

M 
a

u.
/
E 
s

E 
£

M
O 

_ R 
E R

6104.5-08.5: Shale; black-white "ore o"; 
silt & very fine lower sand interbedded; 
medium laminated; soft sediment defor
mation; more sand & burrows toward 
bottom; 2" coal seam @ 6107.5

6108.5-14: Sandstone; fine upper to 
medium lower; quartz; well sorted; 
oil stained; black carbonaceous lam
inations @ 09.5; no visible cross beds

6114-16: Sandstone AA; some mud & 
kaolinite

6116-18: Sandstone; very coarse upper; 
well consolidated; conglomerate @ 
base; fines up to mudstone @ top 
1 &' ; thin zone of pure kaolinite @ 
16.5; 17 to 18 has some small seams 
of coal & pyrite

page 3 of 3
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Appendix D
Velocity Squared Versus 

Effective Stress to the 1/3 Power 
Samples 1-18
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Sample 2 (5376')
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Sample 4 (5364')
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Sample 6 (5366')
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Sample 7 (5377-78)
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Sample 8 (5389')
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Sample 9A (5529')
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Sample 9-B (5529')
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Sample 10 (5520')
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Sample 11 (5505')
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Sample 12 (5519')
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Sample 14 (5496')
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Sample 16A (5520')
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Sample 16B (5520')
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Sample 17A (5536')
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Appendix E
Mount Pearl/Sorrento, and Bledsoe Ranch 

Seismic Data Acquisition 
and Processing Parameters
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DISCUSSION

D. HIGH-FIDELITY6 (HI-FI6) Sweep Technology

Stratigraphic resolution (by seismic means) of the thin Morrow 
sands which are economically important requires higher frequencies 
than have been traditionally recorded in Southeast Colorado. CDP 
ELASTIC SYNTHETIC6 models show that the threshold high frequency for 
resolution of Morrow sands of interest is at least 70 Hz. and can be 
higher than 100 Hz., depending upon the geometry and elastic 
parameters of the particular sand of interest.

Industry has attempted to meet this recognized high-frequency 
need by using non-linear vibrator sweeps, rather than the linear 
sweeps commonly employed. Most of these non-linear sweeps have been 
generated by using mathematical functions to weight the ampli
tude spectrum on the high end (exponential, logrithmic, etc.). 
Unfortunately, the earth in most cases does not behave in such a 
simplistic manner.

The HI-FI6 Sweep Technology used in this Field Study has been 
refined to compensate for the local variation in the earth. The rich
ness of the high frequencies surpasses anything available which has 
been recorded using "mathematical" non-linear sweeps. The HIGH- 
FIDELITY6 Sweep provides as great an improvement over the 
"conventional" non-linear sweep as the "conventional" non-linear sweep 
provided over the linear sweeps which were previously used.

6 Copyright
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DISCUSSION

e. Ap.guisitipn

Seismic acquisition across the Sorrento Field was a balanced 
combination of parameters, equipment and procedures to obtain the 
maximum resolution at the Morrow horizon.

1. General Field Parameters
120 Channel DFS-V with I/O full-word Correlator/Stacker; 2 
millisecond sample rate, 3 second record
Mountain Systems COS system for highline (60 Hz.) noise 
removal; no notch filters used
3000% CDP, 82.5 feet group intervals; 165 feet source 
interval
12 Geospace 20D (14 Hz.) geophones over 82.5 feet in an in
line array; buried geophone plants, 7.5 feet spacing
3 Vibrators over 165 feet, internally weighted array 

fl 0Proprietary HIGH-FIDELITY (HI-FI?) non-linear sweep, 
16-130 Hz.

2. Source Parameters
a. Box Array Parameters - Source

Box line element length (feet): 95.00
Number of parallel lines: 3
Distance between lines (feet): .10
Skid between parallel lines (feet): 35.00
Number of elements/line: 8
Element spacing (feet): 13.57
Array weights: 1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, 4.0, 3.0, 2.0, 1.0

b. Source Description
3 vibrators, 20 sweeps over 165 feet with internal 
weighting

® Copyright
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DISCUSSION

E. Acquisition

3. Receiver Parameters
a. Linear Array Parameters - Receiver

Array length (feet): 82.50
Number of elements: 12
Element spacing (feet): 7.50
Array weights: 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 

1.0, 1.0, 1.0, 1.0
b. Receiver Description

12 geophones in line over 82.5 feet
4. Equipment and Procedures

All surveying was done using a Wild T-16 theodolite with a 
Topcon Cl/DM distance meter. Plate angle procedures were used 
throughout the survey on the Colorado East state plane coordinate 
grid. All observations were calculated using a field office Compaq 
portable computer with Lockhart software. Initial maps were plotted 
in the field using the Houston Instruments D-40 plotter. Automated 
field computation and plotting allows the surveyor to spend his time 
verifying the accuracy of the survey while still in the field rather 
than in repetitive calculations and laborious drafting. The Lockhart 
software contains several cross-referencing steps that identify 
unreasonable results, allowing the surveyor to identify input errors 
or possible survey errors quickly. Values outside of the allowable 
variances prohibit further calculations until corrections are made.

Recording was done using Texas Instruments DFS-V coupled to 
the Input/Output FPCS Correlator/Stacker. This configuration permits 
each vibrator sweep to be correlated before summation. The 
reiterative 32 bit correlation process results in superior signal-to- 
noise ratios compared to conventional vibrator data acquisition. The 
field correlation of every sweep to "processing center resolution" 
also gives the observer tremendous assistance in examining each record 
for signal quality.

Each morning, daily test routines are run on both the DFS-V 
and the I/O FPCS before recording. It should be noted that the FPCS 
writes all correlation parameters to tape as part of an elaborate

Southeast Colorado Seismic Joint Venture
Integrated Exploration, Inc. bCTong erterprisgs kt
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DISCUSSION

e. Acquisition

4. Equipment and Procedures (Continued)
header to each record. As an additional quality control feature, the 
field correlator will not function at all if there is any malfunction. 
It is not possible to obtain a "partially" correlated field record.

Other recording equipment, such as cables and geophones, are 
checked in the field office facility not less than once a month for 
structural and electrical integrity and proper function. When laid 
out, each station is checked for continuity and earth leakage using a 
Mountain Systems input panel and the auto-check features of the I/O 
RLS 240-A rotalong switch.

Highline (60 Hz.) interference is not a problem because of 
the water-proof Houston Products HP-4 geophone connectors and Tescorp 
Titan II cable connectors. When such interference becomes a problem 
because of the extensive powerlines in producing fields, additional 
highline interference is eliminated using the Mountain Systems COS 
system rather than using a 60 Hz. notch filter. The COS system is not 
part of the data path; and thus it will not attenuate 60 Hz. data, nor 
will it introduce phase shifts.

It should be noted that particular care was also taken to 
reduce noise on the Field Study lines. The primary approach was to 
reduce wind and other noises, and maximize captured signal, by 
planting each geophone below grass root level, then completely burying 
the geophone with soil. With the permission of the producers, whose 
assistance is gratefully acknowledged, certain wells were shut in 
while recording was in progress. As always, driving along the line 
was kept to a minimum, and oil field traffic diverted away from the 
line when possible.

Using sweep descriptions from Integrated Exploration, 
Lockhart used their field portable computer system and EPROM 
programmer to construct the unique HIGH-FIDELITY® (HI-FI®) Sweep de
sign for the Pelton Advance I, Model 5 vibrator electronics. This 
sweep design takes full advantage of the flexibility of the Model 5

® Copyright
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DISCUSSION

e. Acquisition

4. Equipment and Procedures (Continued) 
electronics and the Lockhart field system to create a smooth sweep 
with exceptional earth response and a very clean autocorrelation 
pulse.

The sweep is executed by the very advanced Conoco research 
design vibrator. Developed by Conoco for their own research 
department, Lockhart is the only contractor using this vibrator. Some 
of the features that contribute to this vibrator's exceptional signal 
clarity are its very high actuator-mass to baseplate-mass ratio, its 
very stiff radial/box design baseplate with a unique attachment system 
that results in a fully enclosed actuator, a very short valve to 
piston oil path, and a minimum rocking moment. The problems Conoco 
found with conventional vibrators and a complete discussion of the 
Conoco vibrator design are found in Geophysics. Volume 46, page 
1657-1666 (Chapman and others, December 1981).

5. Testing
Field tests were conducted by Integrated Exploration, Inc., 

of various non-linear sweep designs and frequency domains, with the 
16-130 HI-FI® Sweep giving the best combination of frequency and 
amplitude response. The group intervals and source/receiver arrays 
were chosen with regard for the geometry suggested by CDP ELASTIC 
SYNTHETIC® models. Array response diagrams are included showing a 
simplified descri ,n of the combined arrays attentuation of surface 
noise and reflection energy.

® Copyright
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DISCUSSION

F. Processing

The seismic data processing sequences and parameters were 
carefully selected to ensure that the goals of the Field Studies could 
be realized. More specifically, the high frequency nature of the 
field data required that meticulous care be taken in the selection of 
parameters for statics, velocity, and spectral enhancement. The 
following is a general discussion of the problems encountered and the 
schemes used to solve them.

After the initial steps of demultiplexing, gain recovery, trace 
editing, and line geometry definition were completed, the velocity and 
statics problems were investigated. Constant velocity stacks covering 
the entire line were run and picked. These velocity picks were 
contoured as a quality control step to ensure that the vélocités made 
good geologic sense. The dominant frequencies of the field data were 
adequate for initial velocity and statics work, and therefore, no 
spectral enhancement was done at this stage of the processing. This 
approach allowed for the identification of and solution for the larger 
statics problems while avoiding the instability that can occur when 
cross-correlating with high frequency data sets. Accordingly, an 
initial pass of surface consistent residual statics was run with a 
time gate that contained the dominant reflections.

Application of the initial velocities and statics to the data in 
the shot domain indicated that ray trace problems existed. This 
situation can be found in varying degrees of severity across many 
areas of Southeast Colorado, and they may be caused by channels at 
depths of 500 to 1000 feet or more. These buried anomalies can yield 
seismic data that have non-surface consistent residual static problems 
and non-hyperbolic moveout situations. Therefore, a second set of 
constant velocity stacks was run to define a velocity field that would 
partially compensate for the ray trace problems.

Amplitude spectra for the data were then analyzed, and an 
appropriate spectral enhancement scheme was devised. This procedure 
emphasized the important high frequency information while minimizing 
the introduction of high end noise.

A sub-surface-consistent statics routine was then used to solve 
for any residual statics anomalies and to tune in the higher

Southeast Colorado Seismic Joint Venture
benong enterprises IdIntegrated Exploration, Inc.
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DISCUSSION

F. Erpçessing

frequency events. A wide cross-correlation time gate was specified 
along with a small static limit to obtain accurate statics picks.

Finally, the stacked sections were displayed at two different 
scales to simplify the identification and interpretation of subtle 
stratigraphic units.

Southeast Colorado Seismic Joint Venture
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- Bledsoe Ranch Acquisition and Processing
Acquisition

1. General Field Parameters:
120 Channel DFS-V; 2 millisecond sample rate 
no notch filter
55 feet group intervals; 165 feet source interval 
near offset: 385 feet; far offset: 3630 feet
24 (10 Hz.) geophones over 55 feet array
6 Vibrators; 3X2 array
14-105 Hz. sweep; 10 sweeps; 6DB/OCT BOOST

Processing
1. Demultiplex
2. Trace Edit
3. Mute
4. Relative Amplitude Gain Recovery
5. Deconvolution
6. Spectral Whitening; 14-105HZ.
7. Dephase Filter
8. Phase Shift
9. CDP Sort
10. Refraction Statics (1 layer removal and shift to 

processing datum)
11. Velocity Analysis
12. Normal Move-Out Correction
13. Surface Consistent Statics
14. CDP Consistent Statics
15. Datum Statics (to final datum)
16. Stack 2000%
17. Trace Scaling
18. Archive Reel
19. Spectral Whitening; 18-95Hz.
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SEISMIC LINES.

after Steve Sonnenberg
8000 FT

MARK YOUNG

SYNTHETIC SEISMIC LINES AND 
STRATIGRAPHIC CROSS SECTIONS.
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PLATE III
SORRENTO MONTAGE
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BLEDSOE UNION PACIFIC RESOURCES CO.

RANCH

Morrow

MBS

*3 Grays State 44-36 
SE SE36-12S-51W

CHAMPLIN PETROLEUM 
•1 Pilger Berge 11-7 
NW NW 7-13S-50W

SB

IP 90 BOPD 31 MCFD 
38' clean V7 sand 

200*Wof line

P 130 BOPD 587 MCFD
36' clean V7 sand 

600'SW of line

IP 326 BOPD 60 MCFD 
8* clean V7 sand 

800'NE erf line
40' NE of line

O' V7 sand 
2000* NE of line

CHAMPLIN PETROLEUM CHAMPLIN PETROLEUM UNION PACIFIC RESOURCES CO. CHAMPLIN PETROLEUM
CC *7 Bledsoe 31H-31 *2 Bledsoe 12-31 #3 Grays State 44-36 *1 Pilger Berge 11-7 CO

NW NE 31-12S-60W SW NW 31-12S-50W SE SE 36-12S-51W NW NW 7-13S-50W
t • • t

IIIIM

I . j j, .1 . . mnmm

• Marnaton 'hr
■I

1 IN : 12000 FT

BLEDSOE
RANCH C

CHAMPLIN PETROLEUM
•7 Bledsoe 31H-31

CHAMPLIN PETROLEUM

#2 Bledsoe 12-31

Morrow —

V7 Bottom

Miss, (carb.)

IP 12 BOPD 9MCFD

UNION RtolFIC RESOURCES CO.
*3 Grays State 44-36

SE SE 36-12S-51W

IP 326 BOPD 60 MCFD

CHAMPLIN PETROLEUM

•1 Pilger Berge 11-7
NW NW 7-13S-50W

*

V7 Bottom

Mies, (carb.)

CORE SECTIONS 
SEE APPENDIX C

PLATE IV
BLEDSOE RANCH MONTAGE

V7 ISOPACH (NET SAND) Cl = 20'
SEISMIC LINE
SYNTHETIC SEISMIC LINE AND 
STRATIGRAPHIC CROSS SECTION .............
CORED INTERVAL ।

location map after Stave Sonnenberg
T-3908 I MARK YOUNG


